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The Tony Abramson Collection

It is a delight to add a few words of introduction to the sale of Tony Abramson’s medieval Anglo-Saxon and North
Sea Area coins. This collection is now one of the most significant of its kind in the world. When has one ever seen so
many thrymsas and sceattas, of a quality not easily found, offered on one occasion? The collection is the more
remarkable because it extends to include the full range of continental issues. Because there are so few reliable written
sources of the English heptarchy and the Frankish and Frisian realms their history is shrouded, and the period is
referred to as the Dark Ages. This implies that the coins of that era, although the great majority of them are
anepigraphic or do have meaningless legends, are indispensable for a better insight. The currency reflects political and
ecclesiastical developments, the transition from gold to silver around 660, and the eventual debasement of the silver.
International trade gained momentum from the late 7th century onwards with growing importance of cities such as
Hamwic, London, York, Quentovic, Paris, Ribe, and Dorestad. Hoards and stray finds reveal the changing patterns
of trade, in particular between the English east coast and the estuary of the Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt rivers. 
It was Stuart Rigold who brought order into the numerous confusing and badly organized sceatta types with his
alphabetical scheme of Series. The runic Series D and Series E (the ‘porcupines’) came to light in large hoards and
also very plentifully as single finds in England as well as the Netherlands. For a long time the idea that they were
English dominated. With his profound insight into the sceattas, Rigold noticed that the style of Series D and E did
not fit in with the English Series. He labelled them ‘barbarous’ and supposed therefore a Frisian origin. Further
studies, in particular by Michael Metcalf, yielded proof of that, and revealed the complex chronology. For the sceattas
of Series X, the so-called Wodan/monster type, traditionally a Frisian origin was accepted, and this seemed to be
substantiated by the 19th century hoards of Hallum and Terwispel in the province of Friesland and 120 pieces found
on the beach of Domburg. It was again Michael Metcalf who advocated the entirely different and so unexpected
attribution to Jutland. Initially Scandinavian numismatists rejected this; however, the Ribe excavations of the 1990s
offered unmistakable proof. The full range and the many imitations within these Series are well represented in the
Abramson collection with carefully chosen specimens.  
Tony Abramson is already well known and respected for his fostering of medieval numismatics by initiating
international symposia, founding and editing of an international journal and his presentations and publications. To
have assembled this extraordinary collection reveals a discerning connaisseur et collectionneur, with a keen eye for
historical and artistic quality.

Wybrand Op den Velde

I have been in contact with Tony Abramson for a decade. We did not yet have the opportunity to meet in real life,
but the magic of internet allowed us to have many conversations. I first asked him for photographs of Merovingian
coin found in England, which he published in his numerous publications. He very kindly provided me with these and
we continued our pleasant exchanges about the many coins found in England. In fact, the legality of metal detectors
in England makes it possible to know the circumstances of findings, whereas in France the legislation, which has
become even harder in recent years, makes discoverers discreet. Tony was always kind enough to provide me with
photographs of the collections, and little by little our discussions were enriched by discussion on various types. 
Some deniers found in England are imitations of sceattas and probably minted for export, the unicum denier from
Chartres with a “porcupine” type is an example of this. These coins are copies of sceattas, and the deception worked
as their finds in England prove. But other typically Merovingian types (Paris, Marseille or the unicum of Childeric II
of Tours for example) found in England are in good silver and were used in cross-Channel exchanges because of their
metallic value. Trade was in both directions and in France the findings of sceattas are numerous, although it is
regrettable that they are not more often declared. These are mostly Frisian sceattas, but English sceattas are not
uncommon.
It was a pleasure to interact with Tony Abramson and we have no doubt that his collection contains many unicums,
or unusual types. We hope that you will be able to appreciate the collection in the following pages ... and that you
will enjoy their content, as he did.

Philippe Schiesser
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Catalogues in this Series

THE TONY ABRAMSON COLLECTION
OF DARK AGE COINAGE

Part I: Connoisseurs’ Choice, 18th March 2021.
Part II: Coins of the kingdom of Northumbria, 18th March 2021.
Part III: Collector’s Selection, 30th September 2021.
Part IV: Continental Tremisses, Deniers and Sceats found in England, 30th September 2021.

Part IV: Continenal
The arrangement of this coinage presents a number of difficulties which have been addressed by Michael
Metcalf and Wybrand Op Den Velde in Jaarboek 90 and 96-97.
Abramson’s Sceatta List, attempts to accommodate their taxonomy in an accessible manner.

Early gold Lots
Tremisses 990-1001

Silver
Deniers 1002-1022
Silver pennies: Series or Eclectic Groups SL Group Lots
Continental Primary
Series D

type 2c 8 23-1045
type 8 10 1046-1055

Series E
Variety L 1064

Variety K, 'plumed bird' 87 1065-1070
VICO 88 1071-1078
Variety G, 'insect-like' obv. 89 1082-1087
Variety D 90 1088-1095

Continental Secondary
Series E

Variety A 94 1096-1104
Disguised crosses 95 1105-1107
Diamond cruciform reverses 96 1108-1130
The vast trackless wastes 97 1131-1145

Series E, Tertiary
Variety B 98 1146-1149
Variety E 99 1150-1157
Variety F 100 1158-1160

Mules - E related 101 1161
Bust/interlace, "Maastricht" 60 1056-1063
Series X 103-4 162-1183
‘Wodan’ types 105 1184-1193
Hexagram 109 1194-1195
Siliquae 1196

Order of Sale
THURSDAY 30 SEPTEMBER 2021

Commencing at 3.00 p.m.
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For
Mark Blackburn

Stewart Lyon
and

Michael Metcalf
who so enriched our knowledge of early Anglo-Saxon coinage
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TREMISSES

THURSDAY 30 SEPTEMBER 2021

Commencing at 3.00 p.m

All lots are subject to the Terms and Conditions for Buyers printed at the back of this catalogue 
and published on www.spink.com.

The estimated selling price of each lot is printed below the lot description and does not include the Buyer’s Premium. 
Bidders should bear in mind that estimates are prepared well in advance of the sale and are not definitive. 

They are subject to revision.

Please note that you can bid on Spink Live in real time through www.spink.com and via a SpinkLive app
available for download from the App Store. Bidding via Spink Live is free of charge. 

We will not accept return of lots that have been authenticated by the third party grading company.
Any disputes will need to be settled between the buyer and the respective company.

990 Visigothic, Sisebut (612-621), ¿ Tremissis, Ispalius [Seville], SISEBVTVS REX, facing
bust, beaded border, rev. ISPALIPIVS, facing bust, beaded border, 1.38g, 180° (SCBI
69, -; CNV 219), striking rims to edge and a nick to rim, otherwise brilliant, good extremely
fine £800-1,000

PROVENANCE:
Sovereign Rarities, July 2018

991 Merovingian Francia, Bannassac, Aquitaine (620-650), National Series, Imported
Gold, Tremissis, Elafius, diademed head right, olive branch before, rev. MONETA +
ELAFIUS, two-handled chalice on tripod, cross above, 1.29g, 180° (SCBI 69, 1078 this
coin; cf. Belfort [1892-5], 653, and 657-669; cf, MEC 423, cf. Elsen FPL 278 [October
2016], lot 193), minor flan split, otherwise of rich gold fabric, nicely centred a most
attractive, almost extremely fine, very rare £3,000-4,000

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, May 2014 
Reportedly found in Northern France

ActualActual

x2

x2



992 Merovingian Francia, Orléans (620-650), National Series, Imported Gold, Tremissis,
Ebromarus, AVRILIANVS outwards, diademed bust right, inner linear border, rev.
EBROMARVS, retrograde and outward around Parisian cross on crescent, inner linear
border, 1.15g, 90° (SCBI 69, 1084 this coin; cf. A Pol, ‘Thrasemundus between
Thomsen and Peiresc: an enquiry into the pedigree of some Merovingian coins’), on a
slightly short flan, otherwise lustrous, a really good very fine £1,500-2,000

PROVENANCE:
N Collins, September 2012 
Reportedly found near Cambridge
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993 Merovingian Francia, Sacierge-Saint-Martin (Indre) (600-675), National Series,
Imported Gold, Tremissis, Marciulfo, CAPVDCERVI, crude bust right, rev. legend
MA[RCIVLFO MO], cross pattée in circle, 1.28g, 270° (SCBI 69, 1087 this coin),
slightly creased with a striking flaw above head and in corresponding area of reverse,
otherwise of pale gold fabric, a bolder very fine £800-1,000

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder 
~ Found by C Best between Malton and Wharram Percy (East Yorks), November 2009
~ [EMC 2010.0006 = BNJ Coin Register 2010, no. 50]

994 Merovingian Francia, Thiré, Trizat-sur-le-Lay, Bordeaux [?], National Series,
Imported Gold, Tremissis, Gundobode, TEODERICIACO, diademed bust right, rev.
GVNDOBODE, cross with pellets in upper quarters, 1.20g, 0° (SCBI 69, 1088 this
coin; cf. Prou 2367), crinkled and creased with dents before face, otherwise a quirky
classicized portrait, the struck details very fine if not considerably bolder £1,500-2,000

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, October 2011
~ Found at Little Bromley (Essex), 2004
~ [EMC 2004.0030]

Actual Actual

x2

Actual Actual

x2

Actual Actual

x2



995 Merovingian Francia, Chalon, National Series, Imported Gold, Fractional Tremissis,
85% Fineness, Wintrio [?], [CABILONNO] FIT, diademed bust right, rev. [VVINTR]IO
M[ON], cross pattée in circle, 0.91g, 180° (SCBI 69, 1081 this coin; cf. Prou, pp. 46,
no. 185), a cut fragment of approximately one-third coin, somewhat waterworn and with
scuffing to surfaces, otherwise a really bold fine, rare £60-100

PROVENANCE:
M Bonser, May 2008
~ Found by R Wood at Barham (Kent)
~ [EMC 1998.0098]
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996 Merovingian Francia, Maastricht, ‘Civitas Tungrorum’, National Series, Imported
Gold, Fractional Tremissis, Thrasemundus, TR[IECTO FIT], helmeted bust left, rev.
[T]NRASE[MVNDVS], cross on globe with pellet(s) in lower quarter(s), inner pellet and
outer linear border, 0.65g, 0° (SCBI 69, 1083 this coin; cf. A Pol, ‘Thrasemundus
between Thomsen and Peiresc: An enquiry into the pedigree of some Merovingian coins’;
Prou 1175-7; Williams & Abdy 212; MEC pp. 118; EMC 2003.0161 same dies), roughly
shorn with a kink to fragment of approximately one-third coin, otherwise a really bold very
fine, unusual, a very rare type £250-350

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, January 2012
~ Found at Belstead, south of Ipswich (Suffolk), November 2011 ~

997 Merovingian Francia, Quentovic, National Series, Imported Gold, Tremissis, diademed
bust right, Dutta, VVICCO around, rev. DVTTA MON, Greek style cross on edged
steps, 1.28g, 0° (SCBI 69, 1085 this coin; cf. Sutherland pp. 12, no. 15, & Pl. V, R&S;
Abdy & Williams [2006], “Hoards & Single Finds”, pp. 53; cf. Coin Register 1999, no.
42 = Laufaurie 81), waterworn and struck with a heavily rusted obverse die, otherwise about
fine/very fine, rare £800-1,000

PROVENANCE:
Lockdales, July 2007

Actual Actual
x2

Actual Actual

x2

Actual Actual
x2



998 Frankish or Frisian, Uncertain (630-640), National Series, Imported Gold, Tremissis,
“Nietap” Type 1, crude bust, rev. double cross in beaded circle, vestigial legends, 1.19g
(SCBI 69, 1090 this coin; cf: T&S 73 = Sutherland 90 = Crondall 95; Metcalf [2016],
22) waterworn, the obverse devices somewhat crude, otherwise about very fine, scarce £500-600

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, April 2012, 
Reportedly found at Heckington (South Lincs) [EMC 2012.0120]
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999 Frankish or Frisian, Uncertain (630-640), National Series, Imported Gold, Tremissis,
“Nietap” Type 2, double cross in beaded circle, rev. obliterated die, beaded border, 1.31g
(SCBI 69, 1091 this coin; Belfort 5517; Prou 684; Metcalf [2016], 21), rusted obverse
die, otherwise on a small chunky flan with beaten edges, almost extremely fine and pleasing £600-800

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, March 2014 
~ Found by S Gandy at North Kesteven [Heckington] (South Lincs), March 2012 
~ [EMC 2012.0128 = BNJ Coin Register 2013, no. 68 = PAS LIN-58A436] 

Few parallels for this coin can be securely tied to an English context. Nevertheless one example
was recovered from the famous Crondall (1828) Hoard, and further isolated discoveries have
been found in proximity to the later ‘Two Emperors’, ‘Pada’ and ‘Desaiona’ varieties. Such
relationship with these antipodean series is nothing short of remarkable, and as such it is
tempting to pursue Metcalf’s tentative attribution of these issues as ‘possibly Anglo-Saxon’. A
second coin of a similar type was recorded from the same site in April 2014 (cf. PAS LIN-
0B3EEB).

1000 Merovingian Francia, Maastricht, National Series, Imported Gold, Tremissis,
VITU[...], crude bust left, with large eye and pursed lips, rev. [...]VWT[...], cross with
barred limbs on steps, C/I in fields, 0.90g, 0° (Prou -; SCBI 69, 1092 this coin), a die
flaw through base of head and the reverse off-struck, somewhat waterworn and of very pale
gold fabric, otherwise very fine with a pleasingly crude portrait £1,200-1,500

PROVENANCE:
N Mills, March 2010 [via an online dealer from Issy-les-Moulineaux, Ile-de-France], 
26 October 2009 
Reportedly found at Hérault (France), 21 December 2008

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1001 Merovingian Francia, Quentovic, National Series, Imported Gold, Plated (?), Tremissis,
diademed bust right, legend around, rev. cross crosslet on step, letters in angles, 0.97g,
0° (SCBI 69, 1094 this coin), flan split at 2 o’clock, and the plate removed on reverse high
points to reveal exposing a base silver-coloured core, fair to fine and unusual £150-200

PROVENANCE:
N Mills, July 2008
Reportedly found in East Anglia [EMC 2009.0016]

DENIERS
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1002 Merovingian Francia, National Series, Imported Silver [?], Denier, in the style of Series
G, type 3a variety, crude diademed and braided hair bust right, kissing small cross
pommée before, blundered vestigial legend above, pellets behind, rev. beaded standard,
central pellet in annulet, right angles in top corners, crosses in lower, pellets between,
cross pommée and pellets in margins, 0.83g (SCBI 69, 1115 this coin) on an irregular
flan, and the reverse somewhat off-struck, some staining before portrait, otherwise underlying
tone, a pleasingly bold very fine, with an handsome portrait £150-200

PROVENANCE:
N Mills, October 2007 
~ Found at Malton (Yorks)
~ [EMC 2008.0055 = BNJ Coin Register 2008, no. 140]

1003 Merovingian Francia, National Series, Imported Silver [?], Denier, in the style of Series
G, type 3a variety, retrograde PONTIC V, crude diademed and braided hair bust right,
kissing small cross pommée before, vestigial linear border, rev beaded standard, central
pellet in annulet, saltire crosses in corners, pellet cross between, 0.74g (cf. T&S pp. 265;
SCBI 69, 1116 this coin; cf. 437 and 527), verdigris on edge and somewhat waterworn,
the portrait weakly struck, near fine/good fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, September 2008
~ Found by P Slack at Fulbeck (Lincs), late 1990s
~ [EMC 2008.0336]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1004 Merovingian Francia, National Series, Imported Silver [?], Denier, Hexagram, Seal of
Solomon enclosing central cross, linear border, rev. large chevron-barred A, pellet in
divisions, linear border, 0.91g (cf. Prou 2873; SCBI 69, 819 this coin), slightly granular
and marginally off-struck, otherwise a pleasing example of an simplistic geometric issue, very
fine and very rare £450-550

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, January 2014 
~ Found at Reims, France ~
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1005 Merovingian Francia, National Series, Imported Silver [?], Denier, Uncertain, ‘Nietap’
Type, +ADOM…CO retrograde, central cross pattée, pellet in each quarter, in beaded
and linear circles, rev. similar to obverse, 1.01g (SCBI 69, 1106 this coin) of baser fabric
and a short flan, the struck details about very fine, a handsome and unusual variety £220-280

PROVENANCE:
M O’Bee, May 2014 
~ Found near Horncastle (Lincs)
~ [EMC 2016.0040]

1006 Merovingian Francia, Poitiers, National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, Aribaldo,
+PECTAVI[S] CIVI P, radiate bust with thick neck right, rev. +ARIB[ALD]O M, central
cross, double pellets on limbs, 0.96g, 135° (SCBI 69, 1102 this coin; DMM ‘Betwixt
Sceattas and Offa’s Pence’; BNJ 79, 2009, pp. 31; cf. Prou 2196), slightly waterworn,
otherwise toned, almost very fine, very rare £300-400

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, August 2008 
~ Found at Avebury (Wilts)
~ [EMC 2009.0017]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1007 Merovingian Francia, Quentovic [?] (675-750), National Series, Imported Silver,
Denier, wiry-haired and ‘peg nose’ bust left, chevron-A on shoulder breaking beaded
border, blundered legend in margin, rev. AUNIV[?] around cross pattée, pellets in angles,
the fourth quarter especially weak, 1.00g, 180° (SCBI 69, 1107 this coin; cf. Jean Elsen,
Auction 144, lot 896 ~ “Uzerche”; Belfort - [cf. 4643]; Prou - [cf. 2772]) on an
irregular flan, otherwise darkly toned, with a hint of lustre in reverse fields, very fine £500-600

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, August 1998 
~ Found by P Murawski, north of Winchester (Hants), 1998
~ [BNJ Coin Register 1998, no. 35]: “No useful parallels have been found in Belfort or
Prou, and the coin for the present remains unidentified. Perhaps the moneyer is Acnius?”
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1008 Merovingian Francia (675-750), National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, diademed
bust right, holding cross before, rev. latin cross within arched volute, beaded border,
0.80g, 270° (SCBI 69, 1112 this coin; cf. Belfort 5723-31var.; Prou 2890), on a square-
cut flan and of base fabric with only traces of silvering extant, nevertheless almost very fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, March 2010
~ Found near King’s Lynn (Norfolk) ~

1009 Merovingian Francia, Marseille [?] (675-750), National Series, Imported Silver, Denier,
blundered monogram within vestigial beaded border, vestigial beaded border, rev. central
cross pattée with blundered legend within vestigial linear border, 0.78g (SCBI 69, 1098
this coin; Beowulf 47 this coin; cf. Depeyrot, Denier, pp. 155, no. 15; SiEMC1), a small
flan split to edge, otherwise of bright silver, a pleasing geometric design good very fine and
well-centred, rare £300-400

PROVENANCE:
Beowulf, CNG 75, 23 May 2007, lot 1386 M Vosper, November 2007 [Recorded in
Bonser Archive, 1762/270, December 1994]
~ Found by D Wilson in South Lincolnshire ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1010 Merovingian Francia (675-750), National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, Series E
Related, cross pommée with diagonal rays in beaded standard, pellets in margin, rev.
reversed swastika below pellet filled curve, beaded border above, bar below, 1.21g (SCBI
69, 1113 this coin; Beowulf 48 this coin; SiEMC1) slightly pastille-like surfaces, otherwise
residually toned with the haunting central device, a bolder very fine, very rare £400-500

PROVENANCE:
Beowulf, CNG 75, 23 May 2007, lot 1387 DNW 56, 11 December 2002, lot 95
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1011 Merovingian Francia (675-750), National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, Uncertain
type, expanding cross with pellets between limbs, beaded border, rev. beaded standard
enclosing large annulet, O^O above, Ts to sides, 1.24g (SCBI 69, 1114 this coin) dark
pastille-like surfaces, neatly centred but short of flan, a really bold very fine, scarce £140-180

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, March 2012
~ Found by C Henderson at Helperby (North Yorks) ~

1012 Merovingian Francia, Cité de Lyon, Rhone (675-750), National Series, Imported
Silver, LV with pellet within and to left of V, bar above, beaded border, rev. central cross
with letters EPS, in quadrants, beaded border, 0.94g (SCBI 69, 1097 this coin; cf. MEC
541; Prou 99-110, cf. Cimiez hoard), waterworn and slightly off-struck, otherwise toned,
almost very fine £220-280

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder
~ Found by W Harrison at Rudston (East Yorks), November 2008
~ [EMC 2009.0018]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1013 English (?), National Series, Imported Silver, ‘Imitative’ Denier, radial design, rev. central
cross pattée, pellets in angles, blundered letters around, 1.15g (SCBI 69, 1118 this coin),
a hint of verdigris to peripheries otherwise toned, a really bold very fine, a most pleasing
geometric type, rare £300-400

PROVENANCE:
P Revell, July 2008 
Reportedly found on the Cambridgeshire/Norfolk border [EMC 2009.0054]
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1014 Merovingian Francia, National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, diademed bust right,
with chevron letters before and behind, beaded border, rev. square cut CDC…central
device with diamond, beaded border, 0.85g (SCBI 69, 1108 this coin), of very base fabric
and somewhat corroded, the face of portrait still clear, about fair £20-40

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, November 2008
~ Found by R Spour near Sledmere, (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2009.0019]

1015 Merovingian Francia, Rheims [?], National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, degenerate
diademed bust right, with large pellet eye?, beaded border, rev. Central cross pommeé,
pellets and symbols around, beaded border, 0.83g (SCBI 69, 1109 this coin), a spot of
verdigris to periphery, otherwise an interesting variety, very fine, rare £200-250

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, May 2010
Reportedly found on the Isle of Wight, ‘west of the island, around the Freshwater area’
[EMC 2011.0030 = BNJ Coin Register 2012, no. 80]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1016 Merovingian Francia, Rheims, National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, Monogram
RM, contraction mark, rev. Monogram SCO or SANCTO, 0.93g, 180° (Adam [2020],
“Des deniers mérovingiens rémois imitant des sceattas Anglo-Saxons”), a small flan split,
with granular surfaces and deposits in recesses, otherwise neatly centred, a bolder very fine
and very rare, a most interesting epigraphic type £600-800

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, February 2018
~ Found by C Best at Kirkburn (East Yorks) ~
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1017 Merovingian Francia, Civitas Rotomagensium (Rouen), National Series, Imported
Silver, Denier, facing head with segmented and curling hair, prominent cheeks, and a
pointed chin with annulet either side, rev. +ERMOBERTO, flower of six pellets, 0.95g,
180° (SCBI 69, 1105 this coin; Abramson 2012a, Fig 3; cf. Prou 272, 279 & Cover; cf.
T&S pp. 263), some die rust on obverse and a crimp to flan at 8 o’clock, otherwise a
charmingly crude facing portrait, with hints of colourful tone in recesses, very fine, the reverse
boldly so, very rare £600-800

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, June 2010

1018 Merovingian Francia, Ecclesia Racio (Limoges), National Series, Imported Silver,
Denier, ER, quatrefoil left, cross pattée above, pellets in E, rev. +THEODOAL around
central cross pattée, 1.24g, 45° (SCBI 69, 1096 this coin; cf. Prou 826; MEC 591 & pp.
145), a splayed flan with traces of waterwear, otherwise toned a bolder very fine, a rare and
highly distinctive Denier £500-600

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, July 2010.
~ Found by G Thompson at Market Rasen (Lincs)
~ [EMC 2011.0031 = BNJ Coin Register 2012, no. 71]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1019 Merovingian Francia, Paris or Melle, National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, abstract
bust and legend, rev. elaborate cross “E A TRAVERSE CRUCIGERE”, 0.71g, of base
fabric with considerable verdigris ingress, otherwise a bolder fine, rare £60-80

PROVENANCE:
S Shipp, February 2019 
Attributed to Melle according to Eric Vandenbossche
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1020 Merovingian Francia, Marseilles (?), National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, Omega
over O, trefoil each side, beaded border, rev. cross pommée in beaded circle, vestigial line-
beaded border, 1.29g (SCBI 69, 1100 this coin), largely centred with a rich dark tone,
traces of deposit in recesses, otherwise very fine, rare and highly distinctive £250-350

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, July 2012

1021 Merovingian Francia, Melle, National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, helmeted bust
right, legend N[ ]C?, rev. central cross pattée, legend POLPVFDT, 0.96g (Schiesser
[2017], nos. 1023 & 1062), of base fabric with some very minor chipping at edge, otherwise
stable, a curious and complicated design, a bolder very fine, very rare £120-180

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, April 2017
~ Found at Boston (Lincs) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1022 Merovingian Francia, Quentovic, National Series, Imported Silver, Denier, diademed
head right, legend ELA or ANGLO MO, rev. similar to ‘trophy’ or oath-taking’ type,
1.05g, 90° (Abramson [2008], Fig 25b), waterworn and lightly porous, nevertheless
considerably better in hand, a really bold fine, very rare £300-400

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, April 2017
~ Found by R Cook at Thetford, Norfolk ~

CONTINENTAL PRIMARY SERIES D, Type 2c
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1023 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
1a, Frisian Mint, bust right, APA before, beaded pyramid neck on curved exergual lines
enclosing beaded frame, rev. cross pommée, 1.31g (SL 8-10, plate coin; SCBI 69, 155
this coin; Abramson [2012b], Fig 23b; North 163; Beowulf 26 this coin; cf. WOdV
158-9/158-170; Spink 792 plate coin), a remarkable Sceat, well centred with a most
handsome portrait exhibiting ‘smooching lips’, lightly toned, extremely fine and most
desirable, rare in this condition £180-220

PROVENANCE:
Beowulf, CNG 75, 23 May 2007, lot 1365 M Vosper, February 1997

1024 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
1b, runic legend pA before round-faced radiate bust with distinct chin right, ^O and
pellets behind, rev. cross pommée, 1.18g, 270° (SL 8-10; SCBI 69, 156 this coin;
SEMC2; Metcalf 202; WOdV 238; North 163; Spink 792), a trace waterworn, otherwise
largely-centred with a scowling portrait, lightly toned, a bolder very fine, scarce £80-120

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privarely from finder, March 2006
~ Found by P Goodwin, near Littleport (Cambs), 1990
~ [EMC 2006.0254]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1025 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3a, large radiate bust with pellets in crown facing, short linear pyramid neck rests on
exergual line, rev. cross pommée, 0.80g (SL 8-10; SCBI 69, 157 this coin; WOdV 536;
North 163; Spink 792), unfortunately chipped before face with a resultant ragged edge,
otherwise neatly toned, with ‘block head’ features, bolder very fine details £50-80

PROVENANCE:
B J Dawson, March 2003
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1026 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3a, degenerate radiate bust on long linear pyramid neck on two curved right, exergual
lines either side of beaded line, rev. +^VTOM I I around cross pattée with pellets in
angles, cross pattée above, annulet (?) below, 1.10g, 170° (SL 8-1; SCBI 69, 158 this
coin; WOdV 531; North 163; Spink 792), a scuff in field before face and a hint of
waterwear, otherwise toned, very fine £90-120

PROVENANCE:
P Goodwin, March 1989 
Reportedly found in East Anglia

1027 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3a, radiate bust right, on long beaded pyramid neck rests on two exergual lines, rev. cross
pattée, rosette below, 1.20g (SL 8-10; SCBI 69, 159 this coin; WOdV 528; North 163;
Spink 792), an extensive die crack through face, otherwise largely centred with hints of
cabinet toning and lustre, a really bold very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
T Webb-Ware, January 1995

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1028 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3d, runic legend pA before disjointed bust right, short line-beaded pyramid neck on
curved exergual lines, radiates of crown off, rev. cross pattée, 1.22g, 270° (SL 8-10; SCBI
69, 160 this coin; WOdV 738; North 163; Spink 792), granular surfaces on a broad flan,
traces of an undertype (?) to reverse, otherwise a bold very fine, a rare conditional survivor
and the portrait of confident and competent style £80-100

PROVENANCE:
P Goodwin, March 2006
~ Found near Littleport (Cambs)
~ [EMC 2006.0255]
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1029 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3d, degenerate radiate bust right, pellet-in-annulet before, rev. cross pommée, 1.10g, 30°
(SL 8-10; SCBI 69, 161 this coin; WOdV 900; North 163; Spink 792), waterworn and
struck on a short flan, the reverse die deeply engraved and perhaps accounting for the ghosting
seen in obverse peripheries, otherwise a really bold fine/bold very fine £80-100

PROVENANCE:
T Webb-Ware, January 1995

1030 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3d, tub-shaped, radiate bust right, with disconnected triangular eye and elongated
diadem, rev. cross pommée, 1.06g, 0° (SL 8-10; SCBI 69, 162 this coin; WOdV 1117;
North 163; Spink 792), some die cud before face, otherwise toned and well centred, good very
fine £90-120

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, December 2005 
Reportedly found near Cambridge [EMC 2006.0253]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1031 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3h, disintegrating radiate bust right, annulet before and behind crown long linear pyramid
neck with pellets curving behind, rev. cross pommée, 1.00g, 180° (SL 8-10; SCBI 69,
163 this coin; WOdV 919; North 163; Spink 792), bright and waterworn with a few
superficial scuffs, otherwise about very fine, a somewhat busy and congested design suitably
rendered by a competent hand £80-100

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, April 1994
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1032 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3h, large degenerate radiate bust right, loosely beaded pyramid neck on two curved,
exergual lines either side of beaded line, pellet filled field, rev. cross pommée, 1.10g (SL
8-10; SCBI 69, 164 this coin; WOdV 894; North 163; Spink 792), toned, an imposing
portrait on a chunky flan, good very fine, scarce £90-120

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, June 1995

1033 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
4a, large degenerate radiate bust, beaded ear, short linear pyramid neck on curved
exergual line, rev. cross pommée, rosette below, 1.10g, 90° (SL 8-10 plate coin; SCBI 69,
165 this coin; WOdV 931; North 163; Spink 792), a miniscule trace of porosity, otherwise
handsomely centred with a charming radiate portrait, almost extremely fine, a rare
conditional survivor especially the finely engraven pellets! £200-250

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, April 2004

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1034 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
4a, small degenerate radiate bust, with large crown, crescent ear, and beaded pyramid
neck on exergual line, rev. cross pommée, annulet below, 1.08g, 0° (SL 8-10; SCBI 69,
166 this coin; North 163; Spink 792), a beautiful example, lightly toned, extremely fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, November 2010
~ Found by M Wilson at Long Melford (Suffolk) ~
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1035 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
4b, small degenerate radiate bust, with large crown, crescent ear, and beaded pyramid
neck on exergual line, rev. cross pommée, annulet below, 1.13g, 90° (SL 8-10 plate coin;
SCBI 69, 167 this coin; North 163; Spink 792), more full in hand than the illustration
suggests, toned, a pleasingly good very fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
J. Thewlis, August 2010 
Reportedly found in Norfolk, August 2007

1036 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
4c, small degenerate bust with jutting chin on long beaded pyramid neck on straight
exergual line with chevrons (radiate crown) below, rev. cross pommée, 0.81g, 90° (SL 8-
10; SCBI 69, 168 this coin; cf. WOdV 1048-49; North 163; Spink 792), a marvellous
Saxon curiosity with a highly distinctive portrait with a striking pointed chin, lightly toned
with a hint of porosity, otherwise a pleasingly bold very fine, rare £120-180

PROVENANCE:
Acquire privately from finder, August 2007
~ Found by R Spour, near Sledmere (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2008.0047 = BNJ Coin Register 2008, no. 105]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1037 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3b, bust left, with short line-beaded pyramid neck rests on two straight exergual lines
ribbed between, rev. cross pommée, 0.90g (SL 8-20; SCBI 69, 169 this coin; WOdV
1187; North 163; Spink 792), toned, with the more unusual left-facing portrait, very fine
or near so, rare £120-150

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, March 2004
~ Found near Driffield (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2004.0057 = BNJ Coin Register 2005, no. 75]
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1038 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3b, round-faced radiate bust left, on short linear pyramid neck on exergual line, chevron
behind, rev. cross pattée, 0.87g (SL 8-20; SCBI 69, 170 this coin; North 163; Spink 792
plate coin), as striking a coin as the last, toned and well-centred, almost extremely fine, scarce £150-250

PROVENANCE:
P Elkins, October 2007 
Reportedly found near Ipswich (Suffolk) [EMC 2008.0048 = BNJ Coin Register 2008,
no. 106]

1039 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3e, large forward-tilted radiate crown on small-faced bust left, on beaded pyramid neck,
OAO behind, rev. Greek cross, 0.80g (SL 8-20; SCBI 69, 171 this coin; WOdV 806;
Metcalf [2016], 82; North 163; Spink 792), lightly cleaned, bright and lustrous on a broad
flan, the cheeky ‘jaunty crown’ portrait particularly appealing, good very fine, presumably
very rare with these stylistic variants £200-250

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, April 2006
~ Found by D Panton in the Heckington area (South Lincs), by November 2004
~ [EMC 2006.0256 = PAS LIN-B316E2 = The Searcher, September 2003, pp. 66-69]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1040 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3e, crude radiate bust left, with large triangular nose, no eye, chevrons before and behind,
linear pyramid neck, rev. plain cross, 1.18g (SL 8-20; SCBI 69, 172 this coin; Beowulf
28 this coin; Metcalf 176 same dies; WOdV 793; North 169; Spink 792), a charming
example of Anglo-Saxon artistry, the prominent proboscis particularly appealing, lightly
toned and pleasingly centred, extremely fine and rare £150-250

PROVENANCE:
Beowulf, CNG 75, 23 May 2007, lot 1366 Sotheby’s, 18 July 1985, lot 499
~ Aston Rowant (Oxon) Hoard, 1971-1974 [CH I, 347]
~ Op den Velde and Klaassen noted that only around 5% of the type 2c coins have a left-
facing bust in the thesis: “Sceattas and Merovingian Deniers from Domburg and
Westenschouwen” (Middelburg, 2004), pp. 39.
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1041 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
4c, radiate bust left of fine style, runes (?) before, beaded pyramid neck on two straight
exergual lines, rev. cross pommée, pellets in angles, annulet below, 0.98g, 0° (SL 8-20;
SCBI 69, 174 this coin; North 169; Spink 792), dark patina and traces of die rust,
otherwise almost extremely fine, scarce £120-180

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, April 2013
~ Found at Beeston, near Dereham (Norfolk) ~

1042 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3f, disintegrating large and degenerate radiate bust composed of pellets right, TIE VA
before, two straight exergual lines either side of beaded line, rev. cross pommée, 1.16g
(SL 8-30; SCBI 69, 175 this coin; Metcalf [2016], 83; North 163; Spink 792), a broad
striking with complicated and well designed pellet-features, near extremely fine, rare £80-120

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, May 2002
~ Found by J Patterson in the Heckington area (South Lincs), early 2002
~ [BNJ Coin Register 2003, no. 75]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1043 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3f, disintegrated bust right, framed between crown and exergual both line-beaded, rev.
cross pattée, 1.20g (SL 8-30; SCBI 69, 176 this coin; WOdV 844; North 163; Spink
792), lightly waterworn, with hints of toning, a really bold very fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, August 2008 
Reportedly found in west Berkshire [EMC 2009.0036]
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1044 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3f, large degenerate radiate bust composed entirely of pellets, two rune-shapes left, two
straight exergual lines either side of beaded line, rev. cross pommée, 1.16g (SL 8-30;
SCBI 69, 177 this coin; North 163; Spink 792), faint traces of porosity, otherwise a most
intriguing and endearing, good very fine, rare £200-300

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, August 2008
~ Found at Pangbourne (Berks)
~ [EMC 2009.0037]

1045 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 2c, Variety
3f, disintegrated radiate bust reduced to geometric shapes, rev. cross pommée, 1.00g (SL
8-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 178 this coin; Abramson, 2012b, Fig 13b; WOdV 853; North
163; Spink 792), a most striking and intriguing play on the regular issue, the eye handsomely
geometric, extremely fine, and very rare £200-250

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, September 2005
~ Found near Southend (Essex)
~ [EMC 2005.0275 = BNJ Coin Register 2006, no. 72]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



SERIES D, Type 8
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1047 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8,
Anonymous Issues, beaded standard enclosing three right angles and a line and pellet
around central annulet, tufa above enclosing pellet, rev. pellet-in-annulets in angles, finely
engraved, 0.90g (SL 10-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 180 this coin; Abramson, 2012b, Fig
13a; Spink 793 plate coin), of considerably finer style than the last, of bright silver with very
faint traces of peripheral verdigris, otherwise near extremely fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, June 1992

1048 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8,
Anonymous Issues, beaded standard enclosing three right angles and a line and pellet
around central annulet, symbols in margins, rev. AVNOAZ…, central cross pommée,
pellets in angles, 1.21g (SL 10-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 181 this coin; Spink 793),
somewhat porous and with striking softness at periphery, otherwise darkly toned, about very
fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, June 2011
~ Found by R Denham near King’s Lynn (Norfolk) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2

1046 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8,
Anonymous Issues, beaded standard enclosing right angles and central pellet-in-annulet,
rev. pellet-in-annulets in angles, 1.00g, (SL 10-10; SCBI 69, 179 this coin; Spink 793),
slightly off-struck, and of cruder styling, otherwise toned, good very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, March 1997



1049 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8,
Anonymous Issue, small degenerate votive standard, tufa above, cross right, beaded
border, rev. central cross, pseudo-letters around, 1.13g (SL 10-10; SCBI 69, 182 this
coin; cf. JMP 90, Pl. 1, 19-25; Spink 793), porous and lightly corroded, otherwise about
fine/near very fine £50-80

PROVENANCE:
M Garrett, August 2014
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1050 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8,
Anonymous Issue, central pellet-in-annulet, rev. cross pommée, 1.10g (SL 10-10; SCBI
69, 183 this coin; Spink 793), dark patina on a short flan, a really good very fine £90-120

PROVENANCE:
V McCarthy, April 2004

1051 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8,
Anonymous Issue, beaded standard enclosing three right angles and one line around
central annulet, plain cross right, tufa(?) enclosing pellet above, rev. cross pommée, 1.20g
(SL 10-10; SCBI 69, 184 this coin; Spink 793), light porosity and slightly off-struck,
otherwise a bolder very fine £90-120

PROVENANCE:
T Webb-Ware, January 1995

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1052 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8,
Anonymous Issue, simplified designs. beaded standard enclosing pelleted line each side of
around central annulet, vertical lines in margin, rev. cross pommée, pellet in each angle
within circular line-beaded border, line-beaded border, 1.18g (SL 10-15 plate coin; SCBI
69, 185 this coin; Spink 793), dark ‘gunmetal’ patina, of finely incised style, almost
extremely fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
TimeLine, October 2011 
Reportedly found near Sheffield (South Yorks) [EMC 2012.0046 = BNJ Coin Register
2012, no. 65]
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1053 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8 Related,
English (?), elaborate designs, cross in central circle, angles above, diagonal Ts below, all
within beaded standard, crosses in margins, rev. cross pommée on tripod over saltire,
beaded border, 0.98g, 330° (SL 10-20, plate coin; SCBI 69, 187 this coin; Spink 793),
lightly porous with a trace of silver enrichment to surfaces, very fine, a very rare reverse type £220-280

PROVENANCE:
P Revell, July 2012 
Reportedly found in East Anglia

1054 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8 Related,
English (?), elaborate designs, pellet-in-annulet, pellets to three corners, bars around,
pellet in margin, line-beaded border, rev. cross pattée on tripod or bar below, with pellets
in upper angles, pellets in field, beaded border [?], 1.14g (SL 10-20; SCBI 69, 188 this
coin; Spink 793), on a broader flan with a trace of porosity, very fine and of somewhat
clumsy style £100-150

PROVENANCE:
S Shipp, January 2010 
Reportedly found in Gloucestershire

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1055 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series D, Type 8/Series E
Mule, ‘VICO’, beaded standard with central annulet, pellets and curved lines, possibly
forming VIC, and pellets within, rev. central cross pommée on step, pellets in field,
blundered legend around, 0.68g (SL 10-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 189 this coin;
Abramson, 2008, Fig 38; SEMC2; Spink 793/790A), traces of tone and ghosting in fields,
otherwise of brighter silver, a bolder very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Chris Rudd, FPL 34, July 1998, no. 61 - VF, bright silver, extremely rare curiosity -
£100

BUST/INTERLACE - ‘MAASTRICHT’
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1056 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), ‘Maastricht’ Interlace or
‘Zedelius’ Type A[?], Sceat, stylised bust left with thickly braided hair in simple diadem,
exaggerated features, cross pommée before, beaded border, rev. interlaced cross with
trefoil of pellets in quadrants, central pellet, beaded border, 1.10g (SL 60-10 plate coin;
SCBI 69, 301 this coin; Abramson, 2008, Fig 23; Spink 795 plate coin), neatly centred
on a handsomely toned broad flan, the portrait wonderfully abstract, a really good very fine,
rare, especially in this condition £600-800

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, September 2003

1057 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), ‘Maastricht’ Interlace or
‘Zedelius’ Type A[?], Sceat, stylised bust left with thickly braided hair in simple diadem,
exaggerated features, cross pommée before, beaded border, beaded border, rev. interlaced
cross with trefoil of pellets in quadrants, central pellet, beaded border, 0.90g (SL 60-10;
SCBI 69, 302 this coin; Abramson, 2008, Fig 23; Spink 795), traces of verdigris in recesses
and a hint of porosity, otherwise almost extremely fine, rare, especially in this condition £600-800

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, October 2009
~ Found ‘near Southampton’ (Hants)
~ [EMC 2010.0027; BNJ Coin Register 2010, no. 97]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1058 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), ‘Maastricht’ Interlace or
‘Zedelius’ Type A[?], Sceat, stylised bust left with thickly braided hair in simple diadem,
exaggerated features, cross pommée before, beaded border, beaded border, rev. interlaced
cross with trefoil of pellets in quadrants, central pellet, beaded border, 1.13g (SL 60-10
plate coin; SCBI 69, 303 this coin; Abramson, 2008, Fig 23; Spink 795), of bright silver
and a trace off-struck on reverse, otherwise the finest of the three to be offered, a most
attractive extremely fine, very rare £800-1,000

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, December 2011 
Reportedly found near Lincoln
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1059 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), ‘Maastricht’ Interlace, Sceat,
diademed bust right, striated hair, beaded pyramid neck, sloping eye, two pellets and cross
before, vistigial beaded border, rev. interlaced cross of limbs with pellet ends, central
pellet and different number of pellets in quadrants, beaded border, 0.84g (SL 60-20 plate
coin; SCBI 69, 304 this coin; Abramson 2008, Fig 25a; T&S pp. 265; Spink 795 [831,
former plate coin]), a trace off-struck to reverse, otherwise mottled darker tone, a really
pleasingly bold very fine, a handsome classicised portrait £250-350

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from the finder, July 2006
~ Found by R Spout at Rudston (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2006.0269]

1060 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), ‘Maastricht’ Interlace, diademed
bust right, diadem curls upward behind, legend above, beaded border, rev. interlace,
trefoils in quarters, beaded border, 0.82g (SL 60-25 plate coin; SCBI 69, -, [cf. 304-308];
Spink 795), chipped at 2 o’clock, lightly porous and spotted with verdigris to peripheries,
nonetheless a delightfully different rendition the curls playfully spiralling as volutes behind
diadem, very fine, very rare £300-400

PROVENANCE:
~ Found by M Lympany at Marlborough (Wilts), 9 August 2018
~ [via J Mann] [EMC 2018.0244]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1061 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), ‘Maastricht’ Interlace, Sceat,
pellet headdress ending in triangle of pellets, with an exaggerated chin and crude features
including a linear triangular neck, vestigial linear border, rev. pellet in centre and in each
loop, vestigial linear border, 0.90g (SL 60-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 306 this coin;
Abramson, 2008, Fig 24a; Spink 795), slightly ragged at edges with traces of porosity and
verdigris, otherwise almost very fine and or more restrained and refined style than the last,
very rare £300-400

PROVENANCE:
B Mills, March 2005
~ Found at Sutton Courtenay, Abingdon, (Oxon), c .2002
~ [EMC 2005.0280 = BNJ Coin Register 2006, no. 106]
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1062 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), ‘Maastricht’ Interlace or
‘Zedelius’ Type B, Sceat, diademed bust left, exaggerated features, with striated hair and
beaded neck, pellets before and in field, cross below, beaded border, rev. interlaced cross
with pellet in each loop, beaded border, 1.14g (SL 60-30; Abramson, 2008, Fig 24b; cf.
T&S 266; SCBI 69, 307 this coin; Spink 795), of bright silver and somewhat waterworn,
otherwise about very fine £500-600

PROVENANCE:
P Elkins, March 2006
~ Found by T Carver in Essex, 2005
~ [EMC 2006.0270]

1063 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), ‘Maastricht’ Interlace, Sceat,
diademed bust left, striated hair combed back, exaggerated features, eye and circular ear
misplaced, beaded ‘T’ behind neck, cross pommée in mouth, pellets below chin, beaded
border, rev. interlaced ‘cross’ of five limbs with pellet ends and trefoil of pellets between,
central pellet, beaded border, 1.16g (SL 60-30; SCBI 69, 308 this coin; Spink 795), rub
to high points, otherwise of solid fabric but for greenish staining to reverse, a really good very
fine, rare and highly desirable £400-600

PROVENANCE:
R Paul & R Piercy, January 2009
~ Found at Benson (Oxon)
~ [EMC 2010.0025 = Coin Register 2010, no. 96]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



SERIES E - Variety L
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1065 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety K,
‘Plumed bird’ type, bird right, pellet-in-annulet below head, rev. beaded standard with
pellet-in-annulets centrally and in corners separated by trefoils and crosses, 1.14g (SL 87-
10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 192 this coin; Abramson, 2012a, Fig 23; and 2012b, Fig 14a;
Spink 791), an exquisite and truly superb example of this iconic series, neatly centred on a
broad flan of excellent fabric, lightly toned with hints of lustre in recesses, near extremely fine,
rare in this condition £200-250

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, August 2006 
Reportedly found in Lincolnshire

1066 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety K,
‘Plumed bird’ type, bird right, pellet-in-annulet below head, rev. beaded standard with
pellet-in-annulets centrally and in corners separated by trefoils and crosses, 1.11g (SCBI
69, 193 this coin; North 49var.; Spink 791), spot of verdigris on bird’s body, otherwise
nicely toned, a really good very fine, scarce in this condition £200-250

PROVENANCE:
DNW 62, 30 June 2004, lot 131
~ Found near Dorchester (Dorset), 2003 ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2

1064 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety L,
‘Plumed bird’ type, Annulet reverse, bird right with angular beak, pellet-in-annulet below
head, rev. beaded standard with pellet-in-annulets centrally and in corners separated by
alternating trefoils and pellets, 0.80g (SL 87-10; SCBI 69, 191 this coin; Spink 791), on
a oval flan, somewhat waterworn and bright, otherwise about very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, May 1995

SERIES E - Variety K



1067 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety K,
‘Plumed bird’ type, bird right, slender body, head curved round pellet-in-annulet, rev.
beaded standard with pellet-in-annulets centrally and in corners separated by alternating
trefoils and double pellets, 1.23g (SCBI 69, 194 this coin; North 49var.; Spink 791), very
faint surface porosity across bright silver flan with a few staining spots, the reverse slightly off-
struck, otherwise a most pleasingly bold very fine/near extremely fine, rare in this condition £300-400

PROVENANCE:
M Hewitt, July 2010
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1068 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety K,
‘Plumed bird’ type, Imitative, bird with talons right, slender body, head curved round
large annulet, rev. beaded standard with large annulets centrally and in corners, two
pellets, 0.69g (SCBI 69, 195 this coin; North 49var.; Spink 791), light weight indicative
of a contemporary imitation, somewhat rougher surfaces to reverse and spots of toning on
obverse, otherwise a bolder very fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, May 2011
~ Found near Sledmere (East Yorks) ~

1069 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety K,
‘Plumed bird’ type, Laterally reversed, bird left, rev. beaded standard with pellet in
annulets centrally and in corners separated by pellets, a cross each side [?], 1.11g (SL 87-
20 plate coin; SCBI 69, 196 this coin; Spink 791), a trace of surface porosity, otherwise
handsomely centred on a broader flan, light tone, somewhat accentuated at peripheries,
almost extremely fine, rare, especially in this condition for the variety £150-200

PROVENANCE:
P G Humphrey, January 2005
~ Found at Barham (Kent), June 2002
~ [EMC 2005.0001 = BNJ Coin Register 2006, no. 81]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1070 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety K,
‘Plumed bird’ Variety, ‘Bar and Trefoil’ reverse, bird right, cross pommée below head,
rev. lines and pellets within standard, crosses and pellets out with, 1.10g (SL 87-30 plate
coin; SCBI 69, 197 this coin; Spink 791), porosity in fields, otherwise of brighter silver,
nicely centred on a broader flan, a really good very fine, a very rare variety £120-180

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, July 1995

VICO
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1071 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, VICO,
‘Mainstream’ type, rounded head enclosing three conjoined bars, cross pommée above
head, rev. VIC around central annulet in beaded standard, 1.12g (SL 88-10; SCBI 69,
199 this coin; Spink 790A), slightly dusky tone, otherwise neatly centred with a hint of
lustre, almost extremely fine, scarce in this condition £120-180

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, March 2014
~ Found near Mablethorpe (Lincs) ~

1072 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, VICO,
‘Mainstream’ type, rounded head enclosing three conjoined bars, cross pommée above
head, rev. double chevron left, symbols in margin, 1.24g, 20° (SL 88-10; SCBI 69, 201
this coin; Spink 790A), the reverse slightly off-struck, otherwise darker patina, almost
extremely fine, the crescent deeply engraven £100-150

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, October 2006
~ Found at Grimston (Norfolk)
~ [EMC 2007.0011]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1073 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, VICO,
‘Mainstream’ type, rounded head enclosing three conjoined bars, cross pommée above
head, rev. straight tufa below, 1.04g, 90° [?] (SL 88-10; SCBI 69, 202 this coin; Spink
790A), of bright silver and largely centred, almost extremely fine/good very fine, scarce in
such an appealingly high grade £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, August 2007
~ Found by R Spour near Sledmere (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2008.0052 = BNJ Coin Register 2008., no. 109]
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1074 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, VICO,
‘Mainstream’ type, rounded head enclosing three conjoined bars, cross pommée above
head, rev. beaded standard containing central annulet and angular symbols possibly
reading VICO, 1.28g, 270° [?] (SL 88-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 203 this coin; Abramson,
2012a, Fig 23; Spink 790A), pleasantly toned and neatly centred, almost extremely fine £120-180

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, August 2010

1075 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, VICO,
‘Mainstream’ type, Variety 3, insect-like quilled crescent, of variety G, coiled right,
annulet twist in tail, fangs and symbols before, rev. symbols in margin, 1.10g (SL 88-20
plate coin; SCBI 69, 204 this coin; Spink 790A), somewhat porous and the reverse slightly
off-struck, otherwise a bolder very fine, a scarcer variety £60-100

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, September 2002
~ Found by P Spencer on a Roman road at Upper Poppleton (North Yorks) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1076 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety E, quilled
crescent with triangular head enclosing central pellet-in-annulet, cross pommée and
pellets, ^IVT below, rev. blundered letters in standard and margin, 1.09g (SL 88-30 plate
coin.>; SCBI 69, 205 this coin; Spink 790C), in shallower relief and of brighter silver, a
bolder very fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, March 2008 
Reportedly found in west Norfolk
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1077 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, VICO derivative
(?), triangular head enclosing pellet eye, chevron, annulet and cross pommée below, rev.
blundered letters, inverted ‘S’ in margin (?), 1.20g (SL 88-30; SCBI 69, 206 this coin;
Metcalf [2016], 148; Spink 790), dark tone, almost extremely fine £120-180

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from the finder, July 1997
~ Found by T Blissett in the Heckington area (South Lincs) ~

1078 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, VICO derivative
(?), quilled crescent with triangular head enclosing central pellet-in-annulet, cross
pommée, pellet and chevrons, rev. Blundered letters in standard and margin, 1.15g
(Sceatta List 88-30; SCBI 69, 205-206; North 45; Spink 790B), traces of bluish tone in
recesses, a really pleasingly good very fine, an intensely complicated and finely engraven
design £150-200

PROVENANCE:
JDD Brown, Part II, DNW 111, 5 June 2019, lot 49

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



SERIES E - Variety G
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1080 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety G1,
insect-like style, trefoil before triangular head, X in box enclosing cross saltire to bottom
right, rev. beaded standard with central pellet-in-annulet, symbol left, 1.20g (SL 89-10
plate coin; SCBI 69, 208 this coin; Abramson 2012a, Fig 23; Spink 790D), a small
lamination flaw through body, otherwise lightly toned, a really pleasingly good very fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
P Goodwin, July 2004

1079 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety G1,
insect-like style, trefoil before triangular head, X in box, trefoil and cross pommée in
beaded compartment below, rev. double beaded standard, central annulet, pellet in each
angle, 1.18g (SL 89-10; SCBI 69, 207 this coin; Spink 790D), of bright silver with traces
of porosity, otherwise well-centred, almost extremely fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, December 2006
~ Found by R Spour near Sledmere (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2007.0010]

1081 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety G2,
‘Moon face’, cf. type 10, as last but of finer style, rev. similar, cross pommée above, 1.20g
(SL 89-20; SCBI 69, 209 this coin; Spink 790D), traces of porosity, otherwise of high relief,
almost extremely fine/a really bold very fine £100-120

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, March 2003

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1082 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety G2,
‘Moon face’, cf. type 10, as before, rev. one broken line curved, pellets in margin, 1.19g
(SL 89-20 plate coin; SCBI 69, 210this coin; Spink 790D), lightly porous, otherwise a
really bold very fine £120-150

PROVENANCE:
K Chapman, November 2005
~ Found near Sledmere (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2006.0259]
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1083 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety G2
imitative, ‘long-beak’ variety, quilled crescent coiled right, extended triangular head with
two pellets on upper “body”, two in triangle and multiple pellets in field, compartment
enclosing X before, rev. beaded standard with central pellet-in-annulet, broken line either
side with beaded finials, pellet either side, 1.13g (SL 89-20; SCBI 69, 211 this coin;
Spink 790D), slightly waterworn, otherwise well centred, a really bold very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, June 2011
~ Found by J Daley at Rillington (East Yorks), 2011
~ [EMC 2012.0045 = BNJ Coin Register 2012, no. 67]

1084 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety G3,
coarser style, no trefoil, insect-like appearance, trefoil and bar to bottom right, rev. beaded
standard with central pellet-in-annulet, broken line either side, 1.15g (SL 89-30, plate
coin; SCBI 69, 212 this coin; Spink 790D), on a small flan, rubbed and toned, good very
fine £60-100

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, September 2007
~ Found by B Wilson at Farnborough (Kent)
~ [EMC 2008.0050 = BNJ Coin Register 2008, no. 114]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1085 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety G4, two
pellets moved from body to face, XAZO before, quilled crescent right, cross pommée
before, pellet eyes facing appear to be on side of insect-like creature, letters below AZO
retrograde, 1.10g (SL 89-40; SCBI 69, 213 this coin; Abramson, 2008, Fig. 16; SEMC
2; Spink 790D), a curious and complicated design, darkly toned, almost extremely fine but
for trace of porosity to high points, scarce £300-400

PROVENANCE:
Chris Rudd, February 2003
~ Found near Great Dunmow (Essex), 2002 ~
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1086 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety G4, two
pellets moved from body to face, XAZO before, “moon face” arrangement, rev. as before,
symbols in margin, 1.14g (SL 89-40 plate coin; SCBI 69, 214 this coin; Metcalf [2016],
108; Spink 790D), traces of porosity, otherwise lightly toned, a really pleasingly good very
fine, scarce £150-200

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, September 2008
~ Found in the Heckington area (South Lincs)
~ [EMC 2009.0041 = BNJ Coin Register 2009, no. 116]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2
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1088 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety D, quilled
crescent on wheel, 1.16g, (SL 90-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 218 this coin; Spink 790B), on
a broader and irregular flan, lightly toned, a really bold very fine or better but for subtle
waterwear £60-100

PROVENANCE:
S Zaremba, January 2012 
~ Found at Kilham (East Yorks) ~

1089 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety D, quilled
crescent on wheel, 0.80g (SL 90-10; SCBI 69, 219 this coin; Spink 790B), slightly
granular and bright surfaces, a bolder very fine £80-120

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, March 2004
~ Found near Driffield (East Yorks) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2

1087 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety “G5”,
lettering across field, quilled crescent with triangular head enclosing pellet, 1 below,
lettering around, rev. ornate central Š (moneta?), 1 below, letters around, 1.13g, 90° (SL
89-60 plate coin; SCBI 69, 217 this coin; Spink 790D), traces of surface porosity, otherwise
accentuated by flares of bluish toned, in sharp relief, extremely fine and of the highest rarity
with only three examples recorded £1,000-1,200

PROVENANCE:
P Milligan, April 2014
~ Found at Sheriff Hutton (North Yorks) 
~ The other known specimens are: (1) C. S. S. Lyon, found by J. Short, Barham
(Kent), 1982  (2) Found by Kevin Easton, near Ware (Herts)
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1090 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety D, quilled
crescent on wheel, 1.23g (SL 90-10; SCBI 69, 220 this coin; Spink 790B), lightly toned
in recesses, of moderately high relief, almost extremely fine, the vestigial legends curious £150-200

PROVENANCE:
D Headon, March 2009 Cummins, 1992
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1091 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety D, quilled
crescent on wheel, rev. chevron and E in margins, 1.09g (SL 90-10; SCBI 69, 221 this
coin), the reverse off-struck, otherwise lightly toned with traces of porosity, a really bold very
fine, a rare variety £120-150

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, October 2008
~ Found near Pocklington (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2009.0038]

1092 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety D, quilled
crescent on wheel, rev. as last but one pellet with loop to central annulet, 1.03g (SL 90-
10; SCBI 69, 222 this coin; Spink 790B), some striking softness to peripheries, otherwise
darkly toned, a bolder very fine, scarce £120-150

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, November 2010
~ Found at Spalding (Lincs) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1093 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety D, quilled
crescent on wheel, 0.94g (SL 90-10; SCBI 69, 223 this coin; Spink 790B), lightly
corroded, otherwise darkly patinated, a bolder fine £20-40

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, October 2006
~ Found by G Thompson, east of York ~
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1094 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety D, quilled
crescent on wheel, pellets and cross pommée below, rev. stitched standard, unusual
symbols in margins, 1.16g (SL 90-10; SCBI 69, 224 this coin; Spink 790B), on a square
cut flan, handsomely cabinet toned and of high relief, near extremely fine, rare thus £120-150

PROVENANCE:
Rudd FPL 34, July 1998

1095 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety D, Op den
Velde Sub-Variety K, quilled crescent on wheel enclosing cross pommée with pellet in
three quarters, rev. central pellet-in-annulet in line-beaded square, unusual geometric
symbols around, 1.33g (SL 90-10; SCBI 69, 225 this coin; Spink 790B), lightly cleaned
but of fine and regular workmanship, a really bold very fine and neatly centred £150-200

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, May 2016
~ Found by A Wicks at Amesbury (Wilts) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2
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1097 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety A, finely
quilled serpent-headed, crescent coiled right, enclosing annulet and cross pommée with
pellet in each quarter, rev. votive standard, cross to each side, 0.80g, 135° (SL 94-10;
SCBI 69, 240 this coin; Spink 790B), traces of surface porosity, otherwise neatly centred
and of bright silver, a really bold very fine, the obverse of pleasingly fine work £150-200

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, July 2011

1096 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety A, quilled
serpent-headed, crescent coiled right, enclosing two bars, cross pommée and chevron, rev.
votive standard, cross to each side, 0.80g, 135° (SL 94-10; SCBI 69, 239 this coin; Spink
790B), of sound fabric on a broad flan, some staining in reverse fields, otherwise bright,
almost extremely fine/a really bold very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, January 1996

1098 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety A, quilled
crescent right, enclosing four bars, rev. votive standard, central pellet-in-annulet, pellet
below, cross to each side, 0.80g, 90° (SL 94-10 plate coin; SCBI, 69 241 this coin;
Abramson, 2012a, Figs 17 & 23; Abramson, 2012b, Figs 14b, 17e & 22b), of bright silver
with traces of lustre in recesses, almost extremely fine £60-100

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, February 1994

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1099 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety A, quilled
crescent right, enclosing two bars and annulet, rev. votive standard, central pellet-in-
annulet, evangelistic cross in left margin, pseudo-lettering around, 0.92g, 270° (SL 94-
10; SCBI 69, 242 this coin; Spink 790B), slightly waterworn with hints of lustre in recesses,
otherwise, a really pleasingly bold very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, October 2015
~ Found by D Allen, near Marlborough (Wilts) ~
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1100 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety A, quilled
crescent right, enclosing four bars, rev. votive standard, central pellet-in-annulet, pellet
between lower elements, 1.05g, 0° (SL 94-10; SCBI 69, 243 this coin; Spink 790B),
spots of verdigris staining, otherwise a compact striking with hints of residual lustre, a really
good very fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, October 2012
~ Found by J Daley near Lincoln ~

1101 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, ‘Kloster Barthe’
type, quilled crescent coiled right, enclosing four bars and long cross right, rev. votive
standard, central pellet-in-annulet, trefoil below, pellets in field, symbols in margin,
1.10g, 0° [?] (SL 94-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 244 this coin), lightly rubbed on highest
points, otherwise toned in recesses, a really pleasingly good very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, May 2005
~ Found by S Furness at Torksey (Lincs)
~ [EMC 2005.0158 = BNJ Coin Register 2006, no. 90]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1102 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, ‘Kloster Barthe’
type, quilled crescent coiled right, enclosing three bars and chevrons right, rev. degenerate
standard, double annulet at centre, chevrons and pellets right, 0.86g, 90° (SL 94-10;
SCBI 69, 245 this coin; Spink 790B), the reverse slightly off-struck, otherwise of slightly
waterworn and porous surfaces, otherwise boldly struck, almost extremely fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, July 2007
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1103 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety A derived,
rev. degenerate standard, Ts in beaded standard, crosses at sides, pellets within, 0.73g (SL
94-10 var.; SCBI 69, 246 this coin; Spink 790B), lightly porous with partial iron staining
to reverse peripheries, otherwise a fine and handsomely rendered coin, extremely fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, April 2006
~ Found by W Harrison, near Driffield (East Yorks) ~

1104 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety A derived,
quilled crescent coiled left, enclosing cross pommée, legend below V. V. I, last letter on
trefoil, rev. votive standard, central pellet-in-annulet, pellet below, 0.94g, 180° (SL 94-
10 var. plate coin; SCBI 69, 247 this coin; Spink 790B), of bright silver with trace porosity,
otherwise a really bold very fine and attractively centred £150-200

PROVENANCE:
N Mills, July 2012

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



DISGUISED CROSS
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1106 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
crescent enclosing four bars, annulet, rev. Ts to inner sides, pellet between, 1.16g (SL 95-
10; SCBI 69, 271 this coin; Spink 790B), traces of porosity, otherwise of bright silver a
really pleasingly bold very fine, or better still but for waterwear £150-200

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, March 2012
~ Found at Ashton Keynes (Wilts)

1107 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
crescent with pellet on body, pointed head, enclosing two bars, rev. beaded standard with
inner crescents bridging corners, pellets between forming cross with central annulet;
inverted Ts in margins, 1.00g (SL 95-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 272 this coin; Abramson,
2012b, Fig 5; Spink 790B), subtle traces of porosity, otherwise flashes of lustre, a really bold
very fine £120-150

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, March 2004
~ Found near Driffield (East Yorks) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2

1105 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
crescent enclosing three bars, chevron and annulet, rev. Ts to inner sides, crescents and
annulets in margins, 1.00g (SL 95-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 270 this coin; Spink 790B),
neatly centred with a dark attractive tone, traces of porosity, otherwise a really bold very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, July 2004



DIAMOND CROSS
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1109 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Diamond cruciform reverse, quilled crescent with pellet eye coiled left, enclosing annulet
and two bars, elements below, rev. beaded standard with central annulet with limbs of
cross emanating, pellet in each quadrant, symbols in margins, 1.01g (SL 96-10 plate coin;
SCBI 69, 248 this coin; Spink 790B), traces of surface porosity, otherwise with peripheral
flashes of blue tone with a uniform dark patina, a really bold very fine £250-300

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, December 2011 
Reportedly found at Sutton Courtenay, near Abingdon (Oxon)

1108 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Cruciform reverse, quilled crescent enclosing four bars, rev. beaded standard, central
annulet, chevron in each corner, alternating Is and Ts between, 1.24g (SL 95-10 plate
coin; SCBI 69, 274 this coin; cf. BNJ XXV, Pl. II, no. 13; Spink 790B), slight striking
softness, otherwise a most attractive Sceat, a surprisingly uniform and attractive geometric
pattern, almost extremely fine and rare £220-280

PROVENANCE:
Lord Stewartby, Part I, 22-23 March 2016, lot 13 SCMB, August 1980, E352

1110 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late variety,
Diamond cruciform reverse, quilled crescent laterally reversed, enclosing three bars, rev.
central annulet, line below, chevron above and opposing chevrons, 0.90g, 0° (SL 96-10;
SCBI 69, 249 this coin; Spink 790B), lightly waterworn, otherwise toned, a bolder very fine £180-220

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, May 2004
~ Found at ‘Monument Field’, near Driffield (East Yorks) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1111 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Diamond cruciform reverse, crescent with pellets outline below, enclosing three bars, rev.
central pellet-in-annulet and opposing lines and chevrons, 0.50g (SL 96-10 plate coin;
SCBI 69, 250 this coin; Spink 790B), of brighter silver and sound fabric, on a thin and
underweight flan, otherwise a bolder very fine, an intriguing example £60-100

PROVENANCE:
P Goodwin, April 1995
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1112 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Sub-Variety f,
Diamond cruciform reverse, crescent with pellet outline, enclosing three bars, annulet and
chevron, diamond in head, rev. central annulet, cross above, opposing chevrons, cross in
margin, 1.10g (SL 96-10; SCBI 69, 251 this coin; cf. WOdV 1893-95), a scuff to central
obverse device, otherwise lightly toned, a really bold very fine £120-180

PROVENANCE:
P Revell, January 2014 
Reportedly found in East Anglia

1113 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Diamond cruciform reverse, crescent with pellet outline, enclosing two bars and a cross,
rev. central annulet, cross above, opposing chevrons and line below, 1.12g, 270° (SL 96-
10; SCBI 69, 252 this coin; Spink 790B), slightly waterworn and of bright silver, a really
pleasingly bold very fine £120-180

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, June 2009
~ Found near Driffield (East Yorks) [EMC 2010.0024 = BNJ Coin Register 2010, no.
94]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1114 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late variety,
Diamond cruciform reverse, crescent with triangular head, pellets, cross, chevron and
arrow before, 1.10g, 180° (SL 96-10; SCBI 69, 253 this coin; SEMC2, Metcalf, no. 250;
Spink 790B), slightly waterworn with rub to high points and traces of surface porosity,
otherwise toned, almost extremely fine/a bolder very fine £120-150

PROVENANCE:
N Mills, July 2004 
Reportedly found in Cambridgeshire [EMC 2004.0120 = BNJ Coin Register 2005, no.
89]
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1115 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Diamond cruciform reverse, crescent enclosing four bars, rev. central annulet, cross
pommée above, opposing brackets and chevron below, 0.92g, 270° (SL 96-10 plate coin;
SCBI 69, 254 this coin; Spink 790B), trace porosity and a slightly ragged edge, otherwise
lightly toned, a bolder very fine £50-80

PROVENANCE:
G Thompson, October 2006 
Reportedly found four miles east of York [EMC 2007.0008]

1116 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Diamond cruciform reverse, crescent with triangular head, enclosing central annulet with
cross pommée attached, symbols in field, rev. central boss, opposing lines and chevrons,
pellets in field, symbols in margins, 1.13g (SL 96-10; SCBI 69, 255 this coin; Spink
790B), of bright silver and trace porosity otherwise a really pleasingly bold very fine £90-120

PROVENANCE:
A Smith, August 2014 
Reportedly found at Melbourne (Cambs)

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1117 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Diamond cruciform reverse, thin crescent enclosing three bars and chevron below, rev.
central annulet, cross pommée above, opposing asymmetric symbols at sides and chevron
below, 0.72g, 180° (SL 96-10; SCBI 69, 256 this coin; Spink 790B), lightly toned and
traces of waterwear, otherwise a really bold very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
P Elkins, March 2010
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1118 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Diamond
cruciform reverse, thin crescent enclosing two bars, trefoil in head, rev. central annulet,
opposing crosses and lines, 0.80g (SL 96-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 257 this coin; Spink
790B), lightly toned with traces of rub and porosity to high points, otherwise almost extremely
fine £120-180

PROVENANCE:
P Revell, July 2012

1119 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late variety,
Diamond cruciform reverse, thin crescent enclosing three bars, cross right, pellets below,
rev. central annulet, offset pellet, three pelleted chevrons outward, lower chevron inward,
plain chevrons in margin, 1.23g (SL 96-10; SCBI 69, 252ff.), rich dark patina on a large
splayed flan, extremely fine and highly attractive £150-200

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, January 2018
~ Found by W Boyd at Cowbit, near Spalding (Lincs) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1120 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Pelleted design, pellet on body with fine pellet outline, crescent enclosing two bars and
cross pommée, rev. central annulet, cross above, opposing chevrons and trefoil below,
pellet, three bars and crescent bottom left, 1.20g, 270° (SL 96-20; SCBI 69, 258 this
coin; Spink 790B), trace porosity, otherwise of brighter fabric, a bolder very fine £60-100

PROVENANCE:
Lockdales, October 2003
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1121 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Pelleted design, crescent with three pellets in eye and enclosing four conjoined bars, rev.
vestigial symbols in margin, 0.70g, 0° (SL 96-20; SCBI 69, 259 this coin; Spink 790B),
lightly waterworn on reverse, otherwise a bolder very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, September 2005 
Reportedly found in Norfolk

1122 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Pelleted design, central annulet, pellet, cross, chevron and T before, rev. central annulet
with four pellets around, cross above, asymmetrical chevrons to sides and line below,
chevrons and cross in margin, 1.05g, 60° (SL 96-20; SCBI 69, 260 this coin; Beowulf
38 this coin; Metcalf, BNJ XLVI (1976), Pl. 1, no. 2 same dies; North 45; Spink 790B),
of bright silver with traces of porosity, lustre in recesses, extremely fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
Beowulf, CNG 75, 23 May 2007, lot 1380 M Vosper, September 94

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1123 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late variety,
Residual votive elements, quilled crescent coiled right, enclosing three bars, square
compartment below, rev. beaded standard enclosing central annulet, angular symbols
around, pseudo-letters in margin, 1.14g (SL 96-20; SCBI 69, 261 this coin), toned with
underlying traces of porosity, otherwise a really bold very fine/near extremely fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, January 2016
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1124 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Pelleted design, quilled crescent coiled right, crescent enclosing M-shape, rev. central
annulet, cross pommée above, opposing right angles and trefoil below, 0.88g, 270° (SL
96-20; SCBI 69, 262 this coin; Metcalf [2016], 151; Spink 790B), of bright silver and
slightly waterworn, otherwise a bolder very fine £80-100

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, April 2006
~ Found by D Panton in the Heckington area (South Lincs), 2003
~ [EMC 2006.0257 = PAS: LIN-B2B660]

1125 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Pelleted design, crescent with pellet on body and enclosing four bars, cross pommée,
pellets and other symbols, rev. central annulet, cross pommée above, opposing offset
crescent and crescent below, pellets between symbols, 0.88g, 180° (SL 96-20; SCBI 69,
263 this coin; Abramson, 2012b, Fig 6; Spink 790B), light porosity, otherwise lightly toned
a handsomely bold very fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
A Wilson, June 2009

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1126 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Pelleted design, crescent enclosing three bars, cross pommée and wave, rev. central
annulet, cross pommée above, opposing brackets and line below, pellets between symbols,
1.17g, 0° (SL 96-20 plate coin; SCBI 69, 265 this coin; Abramson, 2012b, Fig 6; Spink
790C), traces of porosity and hints of delamination to reverse, otherwise residually lustrous,
the struck details approaching extremely fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
P Revell, January 2009 
Reportedly found in Norfolk [EMC 2010.0023 = BNJ Coin Register 2010, no. 86]
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1127 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Disguised cross, crescent of “Franeker” style, pellets on body, enclosing three lines, rev.
three saltire crosses to corners and trefoil below, cross in margin, 0.90g (SL 96-20; SCBI
69, 266 this coin; Spink 790C), bright silver with hints of tone, a really bold very fine, and
of fine style £50-80

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, August 2004
~ Found by G Rycroft near Scarborough (East Yorks) ~

1128 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Cruciform diamond reverse, pellet on body with pellet outline above, crescent enclosing
three bars and cross right, rev. central annulet, cross above, opposing inverted Ts and
crescent below, pseudo-letters in margin, 1.07g, 0° (SL 96-20; SCBI 69, 267 this coin;
Spink 790C), traces of porosity, otherwise lustrous, a really bold very fine £80-100

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, November 2016
~ Found by R Lyon, near Odiham (Hants) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1129 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Diamond cruciform reverse, crescent with triangular head containing cross, central
annulet, three pellets, pseudo-letters below, rev. central annulet with four pellets around,
cross above, asymmetrical chevrons to sides and line below, pseudo-letters in margin,
1.31g, 270° (SL 96-20; SCBI 69, 268 this coin; Spink 790C), staining spots and traces
of porosity, otherwise lustrous and bright, extremely fine, albeit the reverse somewhat off-struck £220-280

PROVENANCE:
M O’Bee, March 2016 
Reportedly found at Benniworth (Lincs)
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1130 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Diamond cruciform reverse, pellet on body with pellet outline above, serpent mouth,
crescent enclosing three bars and cross right, rev. central annulet, cross above, angular
symbols. Pseudo-letters in margin, 1.19g, 270° (SL 96-20; SCBI 69, 267a this coin;
Spink 790C), darkly patinated with deposits in recesses, nearly extremely fine £120-180

PROVENANCE:
P Revell, January 2017 
Reportedly found in East Anglia

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2
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1132 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late Variety,
Residual votive elements, quilled crescent coiled right, pellet head, crescent enclosing four
bars, rev. beaded standard enclosing central annulet, angular symbols above and three
lines radiating below, 0.90g, 270° (SL 97-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 226 this coin; Spink
790C), traces of verdigris and slightly waterworn, otherwise a bolder very fine £80-100

PROVENANCE:
CCA, February 1995

1131 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety C,
Complex design, crescent enclosing three conjoined bars, rev. central annulet and saltire
above and below, enclosed within two mirrored stepped lines, symbols in margin, 0.60g
(SL 96-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 269 this coin; Spink 790C), traces of surface porosity,
otherwise in sharper relief, a bolder very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
F Rist, January 2005

1133 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late Variety,
Residual votive elements, quilled serpent-headed crescent coiled right, enclosing line of
pellets left, central arrangement of lines like a clock face and annulet right, rev. beaded
standard enclosing disjointed, asymmetrical swastika around central pellet-in-annulet,
unbalanced pellets in quarters, 0.80g (SL 97-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 227 this coin; Spink
790C), light surface porosity, otherwise bright and lustrous, a handsome example, near
extremely fine £250-350

PROVENANCE:
Spink, 5 May 2004 
Reportedly found in France

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2
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1134 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late Variety,
Linear elements, quilled crescent coiled right, pellet on body, enclosing three bars, rev.
beaded standard enclosing central annulet, cross pommée, angular symbols and line
below, 0.80g (SL 97-20 plate coin; SCBI 69, 228 this coin; Spink 790C), traces of surface
porosity, otherwise lightly toned, a really bold very fine or better but for off-struck reverse
devices £80-120

PROVENANCE:
CCA, February 1995
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1135 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late Variety,
Linear elements, quilled crescent coiled right, enclosing bold cross pommée, rev. beaded
standard, crossed corners containing central annulet, right angles and lines in opposing
corners, crescents in margins, 1.05g (SL 97-20 plate coin; SCBI 69, 229 this coin;
Metcalf [2016], 157; Spink 790C), darkly toned on a chunkier flan, a really pleasingly bold
very fine £120-150

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, June 2007

1136 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Half-Unit (?),
Runic/Linear elements, triangular head enclosing pellet eye, bar below, 0.60g (SL 97-20
plate coin; SCBI 69, 230 plate coin; Abramson, 2012b, Fig. 3; SEMC2, J2364; Spink
790C), lightly porous and toned, otherwise very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, November 2003

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1137 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Runic/Linear
elements, quilled crescent, pellet on body, enclosing three bars, rev. beaded standard,
central annulet with two pseudo-runes, I in margins, 0.98g, 180° (SL 97-20 plate coin;
SCBI 69, 231 this coin; Spink 790C), slightly granular surfaces, otherwise reasonably
centred, a pleasingly bold very fine, of the highest rarity £100-150

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, March 2012 
Reportedly found at Spalding (Lincs)
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1138 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late Variety,
Abstract elements, quilled crescent coiled right, pellets on body, enclosing bars, rev.
nested, beaded, standards with pellets to inner corners and central annulet, crosses
pommée to sides, 0.70g (SL 97-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 232 this coin; Metcalf [2016],
154; Spink 790C), traces of porosity and verdigris to reverse, otherwise darkly patinated, a
bolder very fine £80-100

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, September 1997
~ Found by T Blissett in the Heckington area (South Lincs) ~

1139 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late Variety,
Abstract elements, quilled crescent coiled right, enclosing three bars, rev. beaded
standard, central annulet, crescents and pellets around, symbols in margin, 1.22g (SL 97-
30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 233 this coin; Spink 790C), brighter silver with muted traces of
porosity, otherwise residually lustrous, a bolder very fine £90-120

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, July 2007 B Tregear collection

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1140 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late Variety,
Abstract elements, Sub-Variety K, quilled crescent right, arching over pairs of symmetrical
annulets and bars, rev. beaded standard containing central flower, crescent in margin,
1.00g (SL 97-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 234 this coin; Spink 790C), light porosity, otherwise
intriguing devices, a bolder very fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, January 2014 
Reportedly found near Boston (Lincs) [EMC 2014.0055]
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1141 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late Variety,
Abstract elements, quilled crescent right, thick body, cross pattée before, striding female
figure below with perch [?], T [?] to right, rev. beaded standard containing central pellet
in annulet, symbols in margins, 0.90g (SL 97-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 235 this coin;
Spink 790C), darkly patinated with underlying traces of porosity, a bolder very fine but for
deposits in recesses, of the highest rarity £300-400

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, May 2002
~ Found by S Calver near Burnham Market (Norfolk)
~ [EMC 2004.0241 = BNJ Coin Register 2002, no. 122]

1142 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, ‘Kloster Barthe’
type, Abstract elements, quilled crescent coiled right, enclosing three bars, cross pommée
below, rev. beaded standard enclosing central annulet and square of pellets with pellet in
each corner, 1.11g (SL 97-30; SCBI 69, 236 this coin; Abramson, 2008, Fig 26;
SEMC2, J1784; Metcalf [2016], 142), of bright silver with deposits in recesses, otherwise a
really bold very fine, further accentuated by lustre £60-100

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, April 2006
~ Found by D Panton in the Heckington area (South Lincs), 2003
~ [EMC 2006.0260 = PAS LIN-B4753 = The Searcher, September 2003]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1143 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, ‘Kloster Barthe’
type, Abstract elements, quilled crescent coiled right, beaded outline, enclosing three
bars, rev. beaded standard enclosing central annulet and rough square of pellets, 1.33g
(SL 97-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 237 this coin; Abramson, 2008, Fig 27; SEMC2, J1783;
Metcalf [2016], 141), of bright silver, otherwise well centred and of high relief, a handsomely
bold very fine £60-100

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, April 2006
~ Found by D Panton in the Heckington area (South Lincs), 2003
~ [EMC 2006.0261 = PAS LIN-B45594 = The Searcher, September 2003]
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1144 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Late Variety,
Abstract elements, quilled crescent coiled left, gaping mouth below, rosette at base, rev.
beaded standard, central rectangle with inner crescents bridging corners, in margins:
horns and vestigial lettering similar to Series A design, 1.20g (SL 97-30 plate coin; SCBI
69, 238 this coin; Spink 790C), trace porosity beneath darkly patinated surfaces, an
interesting left-facing variety of high relief, a really bold very fine, of the highest rarity £120-150

PROVENANCE:
CNG, November 2003

1145 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, ‘Kloster Barthe’
type, Abstract elements, quilled crescent coiled right, beaded outline, enclosing three
bars, triangular head, rev. Beaded standard enclosing central annulet and rough square of
pellets and crescent, crescents in margins, 0.72g (SL 97-30; SCBI 69, 237a this coin;
Spink 790C), lightly porous and of bright silver, otherwise a bolder very fine £120-150

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, January 2015 
Reportedly found in south Norfolk

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2
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1147 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety B,
Franeker type [?], quilled crescent coiled right, enclosing three bars, triangle right, rev.
degenerate beaded standard, central annulet, long cross to left, V right, pellets in field,
0.88g, 90° (SL 98-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 276 this coin; Abramson, 2012a, Fig 23;
Abramson, 2012b, Fig 14c; Spink 790B), on a larger flan in higher relief, traces of porosity,
otherwise of brighter silver, a bolder very fine £120-150

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, July 2007
~ Found at Market Rasen (Lincs), by 2006 ~

1148 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety B,
Franeker type [?], quilled crescent coiled right, pellet on body, enclosing ITLT, rev.
degenerate beaded standard, central annulet, long cross to left, V right, 0.66g, 0° (SL 98-
10; SCBI 69, 277 this coin; Spink 790B), lightly porous and with a slightly ragged edge,
otherwise of bright silver, a really bold very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, October 2012
~ Found by J Daley near Lincoln ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2

1146 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety B,
Franeker type [?], quilled crescent coiled right, beaded outline above, enclosing three
bars, rev. Degenerate beaded standard, central pellet-in-annulet, long cross to right,
pellets and angular symbols, tufas in margins, 0.84g (SL 98-10; SCBI 69, 275 this coin),
light surface porosity with deposits in fields and recesses, otherwise a bolder very fine £150-200

PROVENANCE:
K Chapman, November 2005
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1150 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety E/A mule
[?], Votive reverse, crescent right, mandible and claws in place of triangular head, pellets,
cross pommée and chevron below, rev. beaded votive standard, crosses to outer sides and
corners, 0.82g, 180° (SL 99-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 279 this coin), lightly toned with
hints of underlying lustre, otherwise a really pleasingly good very fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
S Elden, October 2006
~ Reportedly found at Grimston (Norfolk) [EMC 2007.0009]

1149 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety B,
variation, quilled crescent coiled right, pellet on body, enclosing three bars, fine pellet line
below, rev. beaded standard enclosing central annulet, long cross-crosslet either side,
pellets, 1.03g (SL 98-10 var.; SCBI 69, 278 this coin; Spink 790B), lustrous in recesses
with peripheral darker tone, almost extremely fine on a small dumpy flan £200-250

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, January 2016

SERIES E - Variety E

1151 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety E/A mule
[?], Votive reverse, crescent with triangular head enclosing linear eye, bar below, rev.
beaded votive standard, pellet either side of central annulet, two pellets in lower section,
0.83g, 270° [?] (SL 99-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 280 this coin), traces of verdigris and
deposits in recesses, otherwise lightly toned with hints of lustre, a bolder very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, July 2008

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1152 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety E, Derived
reverse, crescent of fine style, head enclosing pellet eye, trefoils in field, linear symbol to
right, rev. beaded, standard enclosing central pellet in annulet, broken line either side with
pellets between, cross pommée each side, pellets in margin, 0.60g (SLL 99-15 plate coin;
SCBI 69, 281 this coin; Spink 790E), chipped with heavy surface delamination at
peripheries and on high points, otherwise lustrous and struck up, a bolder very fine £60-100

PROVENANCE:
M Bonser, April 1997
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1153 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety E [?],
Derived reverse, crescent, triangular head enclosing three pellets, linear symbols to right,
rev. linear standard enclosing central annulet, angular and curved symbols, chevrons to
sides, 0.73g (SL 99-15; SCBI 69, 282 this coin), waterworn with traces of porosity,
otherwise lightly toned and lustrous, a bolder very fine £50-80

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately, August 2007 Found by R Spour near Sledmere (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2008.0049 = BNJ Coin Register 2008, no. 117]

1154 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety E [?],
Derived reverse, crescent with triangular head enclosing pellet eye, bar below head, pellets
and chevron below, rev. Linear standard enclosing central annulet, angular and curved
symbols, striations to sides, 0.90g (SL 99-15; SCBI 69, 283 this coin), hints of porosity,
otherwise residually lustrous, about extremely fine and rather charming £80-120

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, June 2005
~ Found by A Vasey at Malton (North Yorks)
~ [EMC 2005.0271 = BNJ Coin Register 2006, no. 96]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1155 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety E [?],
Derived reverse, rev. linear standard enclosing central annulet, angular and curved
symbols, symbols in margin, 0.69g (SL 99-15; SCBI 69, 284 this coin), staining spots
and slightly granular surfaces, otherwise residually lustrous, almost extremely fine £120-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, June 2016
~ Found by L Grace at Horncastle (Lincs) ~
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1156 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety E [?],
Derived reverse, rev. linear standard enclosing central annulet, angular and curved
symbols, symbols in margin, 0.87g (SL 99-15; SCBI 69 285 this coin), lightly toned with
underlying traces of porosity, otherwise a really bold very fine and attractively centred £120-180

PROVENANCE:
P Revell, July 2008 
Reportedly found on the Cambridgeshire/Norfolk border [EMC 2009.0040]

1157 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety E [?],
quilled crescent left, crescent coiled left, triangular head enclosing pellet eye, bar and two
crosses below head, rev. beaded, standard containing four Ts rotating, 0.97g (SL 99-20
plate coin; SCBI 69, 286 this coin), a curious variety with only wisps of porosity masked by
handsome residual toning, a really pleasing very fine £140-180

PROVENANCE:
DNW 74b, 20 June 2007, lot 850 A Cherry, 1996

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2
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1159 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety F,
‘Frankener Phase’, Cruciform reverse, annulet and bar below, rev. symmetrical right
angles, bars and pellets, symbols and pseudo-runes in margins, 1.00g (SL 100-20 plate
coin; SCBI 69, 288 this coin), darker tone overlying granular surfaces, otherwise a bolder
very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
DNW 63, 7 October 2004, lot 198

1160 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety F,
‘Frankener Phase’, Cruciform reverse, three bars pellet-in-annulet below, rev. line-beaded
standard enclosing central rosette and four diagonals, pellets between, cross pommée in
upper margin, 1.21g (SL 100-20 plate coin; SCBI 69, 289 this coin; Abramson, 2012b,
Fig 17g), somewhat off-struck to reverse with traces of surface porosity, otherwise residually
lustrous, a really pleasingly bold very fine £100-150

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, November 2007

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2

1158 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series E, Variety F,
‘Frankener Phase’, four bars below, rev. diamond standard with three saltires and chevron
below, separated by pellets, 1.14g (SL 100-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 287 this coin;
Beowulf 43 this coin; OdV&K 957; North 48;), muted hints of porosity, otherwise a
beautifully broad striking of brighter silver, traces of lustre in recesses and in sharper relief,
almost extremely fine and most attractive £150-200

PROVENANCE:
Beowulf, CNG 75, 23 May 2007, lot 1384 M Vosper, January 2000
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1162 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, cross
pommée either side of rounded beard with pellet above, border striated below, line-
beaded border, rev. two pellets below head, line-beaded border, 1.00g, 270° (SL 103-10;
SCBI 69, 334 this coin; Spink 797), slightly off-struck with traces of porosity, otherwise
lightly toned and in sharp relief, a really pleasingly bold very fine/almost extremely fine, an
instantly recognisable and popular collectors’ series £200-250

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, August 1997

1161 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Imported Silver, Hybrid of
Series G & E or G/type 70 mule [?], beaded standard enclosing central annulet with cross
pommée and pellet in each corner, pellets and lines in margin, rev. diamond standard,
central pellet-in-annulet, saltire cross in each corner, pellets between, 1.33g (SL 101-30
plate coin; SCBI 69, 1117 this coin; Abramson, 2008, Fig 39; SEMC2), the obverse
emulating contemporary garnet-inlaid jewellery, hints of striking softness to high points, a
bolder very fine, extremely rare £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, May 2006
~ Found by J Butterley at Kirmington, South Humberside
~ [EMC 2006.0264]

CONTINENTAL SERIES X

1163 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, cross
pommée either side of conical beard with pellet above, line-beaded border, rev. vertical
die mark below head, two pellets at end of crest, line-beaded border, 0.50g, 180° (SL
103-10; SCBI 69, 335 this coin; Spink 797), lightly waterworn on a splayed flan of bright
silver, a bolder very fine £140-180

PROVENANCE:
P Goodwin, April 1995

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1164 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, cross
pommée either side, line-beaded border, rev. horizontal die mark below head, line-beaded
border, 0.77g, 270° (SL 103-10; SCBI 69, 336 this coin; Abramson, 2012b, plate; Spink
797), the obverse off-struck, the reverse neatly centred, tone overlying granular surfaces,
otherwise approaching extremely fine £320-380

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, October 2008 
Reportedly found near Sheffield (South Yorks) [EMC 2009.0044]
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1165 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, line-
beaded border, rev. single pellet below head, line-beaded border, 0.93g, 180° (SL 103-
10; SCBI 69, 337 this coin; Spink 797), the obverse overtly off-struck on a chunkier flan,
lightly and patchily toned, a really pleasingly bold very fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
I Hemingway, April 2007

1166 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31,
Imitative, line-beaded border, rev. L-shape below head, line-beaded border, 0.76g, 0° (SL
103-10; SCBI 69, 338 this coin; Spink 797), flaky surfaces on a base fabric, with a largely
uniform green patina, a bolder fine and satisfactorily stable £100-120

PROVENANCE:
A Gillis, October 2008 
Reportedly found near Pocklington (East Yorks) [EMC 2009.0045]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1167 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, two
pellets above, line-beaded border, rev. line-beaded border, 0.75g, 0° (SL 103-10 plate
coin; SCBI 69, 339 this coin; Spink 797), a superb example on an elongated and largely
centred flan, of bright silver with hints of lustre, extremely fine or very near so with little if
any unsightly porosity £500-800

PROVENANCE:
D Poll, March 2010
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1168 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, pellet
above, multiple rays, crescents below, line-beaded border, rev. Monster left looking back,
prominent member below and as privy mark, line-beaded border, 0.92g, 270° (SL 103-
10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 340 this coin; Spink 797), on a neater flan than the last with
curious flanking crosses, slightly porous and of bright silver, otherwise of competent and neat
style, approaching extremely fine £500-800

PROVENANCE:
M Hollyfield, June 2015 
Reportedly found at Basingstoke (Hants)

1169 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, cross
either side of rounded beard with pellet above, line-beaded border, rev. cross below head,
line-beaded border, 0.88g, 0° (SL 103-10; SCBI 334-340; Spink 797), a very minor chip
and slightly porous, otherwise attractively centred, about extremely fine but for some
granulation on portrait £500-800

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, March 2018
~ Found by I Millington at Narford (Norfolk) ~

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1170 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, Cross
above and either side/trident tail, facing head, radiant hair and beard, plain cross above
and to each side, rev. bipedal Series N style monster in flight left, looking back, raised
trident tail, claws below, prominent member, two pellets behind, crest divided to left,
line-beaded border, 1.05g, 0° (SL 103-15 plate coin; SCBI 69, 341 this coin; Spink 797)
some unfortunate die cudding across portrait, otherwise well centred with very minor porosity,
lightly toned, a handsomely bold very fine/near extremely fine, very rare £500-800

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, October 2016
~ Found by W Boyd near Quarley Church, Andover (Wilts)
~ [EMC 2017.0039]
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1171 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, chevron
either side of rounded beard, pellet above, line-beaded border, rev. Trefoil below head,
line-beaded border, 1.02g, 90° (SL 103-20 plate coin; SCBI 69, 342 this coin; Spink
797), dark tone overlying light surface granulation, near extremely fine and rather
desirable, very rare £500-800

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, January 2012

1172 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31,
unbarred cross pommée either side of rounded beard with pellet above, line-beaded
border, rev. three pellets below head, line-beaded border, 0.98g, 90° (SL 103-25 plate
coin; SCBI 69, 343 this coin), of bright silver and light surface porosity, otherwise a really
pleasingly bold very fine £500-800

PROVENANCE:
M Hollyfield, November 2015 
Reportedly found at Basingstoke (Hants) [EMC 2016.0051]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1173 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, Danish
type, Wodan/Monster right, line-beaded border, rev. single pellet below head, line-
beaded border, 0.80g, 90° (SL 103-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 344 this coin; Metcalf
[2016], 213), rich dark tone with only a hint of rub to highest points, otherwise of restrained
and competent style, extremely fine and quite attractive £400-600

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, September 1997
~ Found by T Blissett in the Heckington area (South Lincs) ~
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1174 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Series X, Type 31, Danish
type, Wodan/Monster right, face with radiant hair and beard, long curved moustache,
line-beaded border, rev. potent monster biting triple tail, line-beaded border, 1.11g, 180°
(SL 103-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 345 this coin), a most amusing and pleasing example
with waterwear to reverse muting otherwise exemplary centring, near extremely fine/very
fine £600-800

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, March 2013 
Reportedly found near Hunstanton (Norfolk)

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2



1175 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series X, English
variety, Wodan/monster left, crudely executed head with shock of hair, beaded border,
rev. bipedal Series N style monster in flight left, looking back, raised trefoil tail, claws
below, pellet outline, two pellets at end of crest, line-beaded border, 0.80g, 270° (SL
104-10; SCBI 69, 346 this coin; Abramson, 2008, Fig 35; SEMC2 Spink 797A former
plate coin), of base fabric with further porosity to obverse fields, otherwise on an elongated
planchet, about very fine £200-250

PROVENANCE:
K Chapman, March 2005
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1176 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series X, English
variety, Obverse F, beard of vertical strokes, annulets either side and above, rev. no die
mark below head, annulet below monster but no member, line-beaded border, 0.87g, 90°
(SL 104-20 plate coin; SCBI 69, 347 this coin), on a slightly square-cut planchet, toned
with hints of rub to portrait and granulation to reverse high points, otherwise a bolder very
fine £250-350

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, March 2008
~ Found by A Eley near Willoughby (Lincs)
~ [EMC 2009.0046]

1177 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series X, English
variety, Obverse F, linear border, beaded border, linear border, rev. no die mark below
head, annulet below monster but no member, line-beaded border, 1.09g, 135° (SL 104-
20; SCBI 69, 348 this coin; Metcalf [2016], 214), waterworn, bright and off-struck,
otherwise a bolder fine/very fine £200-300

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, April 2006
~ Found by D Panton in the Heckington area (South Lincs)
~ [EMC 2006.0289 = BNJ Coin Register 2007, no. 189 = PAS: LIN-B392F1 = The
Searcher, September 2003, pp. 66-69]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1178 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series X, English
variety, Obverse F, beard of vertical strokes, annulets either side and above, rev. no die
mark below head, crest crossed left, line-beaded border, 0.73g, 180° (SL 104-25 plate
coin; SCBI 69, 350 this coin), chipped and cracked, otherwise lightly toned, near very
fine/good very fine, a cheap type coin £140-180

PROVENANCE:
M Yates, April 2013
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1179 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series X, English
variety, Obverse F, crudely executed round head, beard of vertical strokes, with annulets
either side and above, rev. Monster right, looking back, triple tail raised, 0.90g, 0° (SL
104-30; SCBI 69, 349 this coin), chipped, cracked and repaired, otherwise darkly toned
and waterworn, fine or near so £40-60

PROVENANCE:
‘Stock of the late Patrick Finn’, Baldwin 38, 4 October 2004, lot 59 Finn, FPL 17,
September 1999, no. 66

1180 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series X, English
variety, Obverse D, cross pommée either side, line-beaded border, rev. Single pellet below
head, line-beaded border, 0.89g, 330° (SL 104-30 plate coin; SCBI 69, 351 this coin),
corroded, otherwise lightly toned, a bolder fine/a bolder very fine and decidely better in hand £150-200

PROVENANCE:
D Glover, March 2010

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1181 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series X, English
variety, enormous moustaches supporting cross pommée either side, line-beaded border,
rev. long pellet tongue, line-beaded border, 0.90g, 180° (SL 104-35 plate coin; SCBI 69,
352 this coin; Spink 797A plate coin), lightly corroded and of baser fabric and silvered,
otherwise of deceptively competent and neat style, a bolder very fine and considerably better in
hand £400-600

PROVENANCE:
J Philpotts, January 2013 Reportedly found at Warminster (Wilts) [EMC 2014.0057 =
BNJ Coin Register 2014, no. 62]
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1182 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series X, English
variety, sombre faced ‘’Wodan’’ head with radiate hair, long curl and trefoil either side,
long moustache, neat W shaped beard, branch or serpent left, beaded border, rev. bipedal
Series N style monster in flight right, looking back, raised curled tail, claws below, no
pellet outline, pellet at end of crest, prominent member [?], line-beaded border, 0.99g,
180° (SL 104-40 plate coin; SCBI 69, 353 this coin; Spink 797A), some partial and
erratic surface delamination and other traces of porosity beneath darkly toned fields,
otherwise almost very fine for strike £150-200

PROVENANCE:
N Mills, January 2006 
Reportedly found in Cambridgeshire

1183 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Half-Sceat, Insular Series X,
English variety, ‘’Wodan’’ head with radiate hair, or vestigial lettering, curl right, curved
‘beard’, line-beaded border, rev. bipedal Series N style monster in flight right, looking
back, claws below, line-beaded border, 0.44g, 180° (SL 104-50 plate coin; SCBI, 69 -),
a fragmentary half of baser fabric with some partial delamination at edges, otherwise struck
details very fine, extremely rare £40-60

PROVENANCE:
D Glover, June 2019 
Reportedly found in Cambridgeshire

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2
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1185 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type 30
mule, broad facing radiate ‘Wodan’ head with long moustache and W-shaped beard,
pellets beside, beaded border, rev. two naked figures with exaggerated features forward,
but figure on right looking across, long cross pommée between and at either side, beaded
border, 1.00g, 0° (SL 105-60 plate coin; SCBI 69, 760 this coin; Spink 835), slightly
granular surfaces, and softened devices the result of an aged die, otherwise very fine, the
portrait better, extremely rare £300-400

PROVENANCE:
T Webb-Ware, October 1998

1184 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type 30a,
small facing radiate ‘Wodan’ head with linear moustache and W-shaped beard, pellet cross
(?) left, trefoil right, pellet either side of chin, beaded border, rev. two cloaked figures
standing, facing, with distinctive hats, left figure with moustache, long staff either side,
pellet staff (?) between, beaded border, 1.10g, 180° (SL 105-20 plate coin; SCBI 69, 759
this coin; Spink 835 plate coin), trace porosity with a few surface marks, otherwise of
entertaining style, lightly waterworn otherwise very fine, the reverse better still £600-800

PROVENANCE:
P Revell, January 2007 
Reportedly found in Norfolk [EMC 2008.0068 = BNJ Coin Register 2008, no. 179]

1186 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type 30
mule, as above, beaded border, rev. two cowled figures forward, but looking at each
other, long cross pommée between and at either side, beaded border, 1.00g, 0° (SL 105-
60; SCBI 69, 761 this coin), waterworn and slightly pitted on obverse, otherwise of brighter
silver, good to fair/a bolder fine £90-120

PROVENANCE:
‘Stock of the late Patrick Finn’, Baldwin 38, 4 October 2004, lot 103 Finn, FPL 13,
1998, no. 43

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1187 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type 30
mule, narrow facing radiate ‘Wodan’ head, as if through keyhole, with distinctive brow
and exuberant flowing hair and beard, rev. mirrored figures facing, wearing striped
smocks, long cross pommée on trident between, pellets above, cross pommée either [?]
side, beaded border inside chevron border, beaded border, chevrons in margin, 1.00g, 0°
(SL 105-80 plate coin; SCBI 69, 763 this coin), a large and stable fragment on a chunkier
flan, an imposing portrait framed by richer dark patination, a really bold very fine and a
most interesting albeit incomplete variety £50-80

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, February 1996
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1188 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type
30/Series N, Type 41b, mirrored figures facing, wearing striped smocks, long cross
between, cross to each sides, beaded and linear borders, rev. Monster in flight right,
looking back, gaping jaws, long crest with trefoil end, raised tail, beaded outline,
prominent member, clawed feet below, beaded border within double linear border,
0.99g, 180° (SL 105-90 plate coin; SCBI 69, 764 this coin), waterworn with traces of
porosity, both dies slightly off-centre, otherwise very fine or better, rare £300-400

PROVENANCE:
M Vosper, July 2013 
Reportedly found in Norfolk

1189 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type
30/Series N, Type 41b, mirrored figures facing, wearing striped smocks, long cross
between, trefoil below, cross to each sides, chevrons in border, beaded border, chevrons
beyond, rev. Monster in flight right, looking back, gaping jaws, long crest with trefoil end,
raised tail, beaded outline, clawed feet below, beaded border inside linear border, 1.05g,
270° (SL 105-90; SCBI 69, 765 this coin; Abramson, 2008, Fig 32), waterworn and
porous, similarly off-centre as the last, otherwise a bolder fine, rare £200-250

PROVENANCE:
P Spencer, February 2006
~ Found by A Murray at Fulford, near York
~ [EMC 2006.0282]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2



1190 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type 30
[?}/Series N mule, circular face divided in three by linear nose and moustache, crude
mouth and eyes, distinct eyelashes, linear and beaded border, rev. Series N type monster
right, looking back, gaping mouth, long crest ending in quincunx right, pellet outline,
clawed feet below, 0.90g, 0° (SL 105-100 plate coin; SCBI 69, 766 this coin; R.P. Mack,
BNJ [1955-57], pp. 404, No. 2 illustrated at plate XXV, no. 6 = SCBI Mack 359;
Abramson, 2008, Fig 34), subtly waterworn and toned, on a duller fabric, a really good very
fine/almost extremely fine, Extremely rare £300-400

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder
~ Found by A C Laverack at Boynton (East Yorks), October 2004
~ [EMC 2004.0180 = BNJ Coin Register 2005, no. 124]
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1191 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type 30
[?}/Series N mule, broad face divided by linear nose and moustache, radiant hair,
detached W-shaped beard, pellets in lower margin, linear and beaded border, rev. Series
N type monster left, looking back, gaping mouth, pelleted mane, long crest ending in
pellet left, raised tail, three pellet crosses above, clawed feet below, 1.23g, 270° (SL 105-
115 plate coin; SCBI 69, 767 this coin), of endearingly style with a hint of tone in
peripheral recesses, otherwise a really good very fine or better, but for die softness in finer
details of the face, Extremely rare £1,500-2,000

PROVENANCE:
CNG, November 2013, ref. 99674950

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2



1192 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type 30b/8
mule, crude facing radiate, ‘’Wodan’’ head, as if through keyhole, with flowing hair, rev.
degenerate, beaded, standard enclosing right angles with pellets between and central
pellet-in-annulet, 1.20g (SL 105-120 plate coin; SCBI 69, 768 this coin; Spink 835), of
crude style, slightly waterworn and lightly toned, near very fine £300-400

PROVENANCE:
T Owen, June 1998
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1193 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Insular Series, Type 30b/8
mule variety, as last, rev. degenerate, beaded, standard enclosing lines and trefoils, central
pellet-in-annulet, 0.80g (SL 105-130 plate coin; SCBI 69, 769 this coin; Spink 835),
highly waterworn and off-struck, otherwise toned, fair, a very rare variety £120-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, June 1998
~ Found by R Dee near Sancton Newbold (East Yorks) ~

HEXAGRAM OR ‘HERSTAL’

1194 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Hexagram or ‘Herstal’
type, pellets in outer angles, rev. cross above, 1.20g (SL 109-10 plate coin; SCBI 69, 817
this coin; Belfort 5737; Prou 2876; M.E.C. I, 637; Spink 796), a wonderful canon of
Continental geometrics, lightly toned, almost extremely fine, very rare £150-200

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, October 2004
~ Found by A Ayre at Colsterworth (Lincs)
~ [EMC 2001.1261]

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

Actual Actual

x2

x2

x2
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1196 Late-Roman and Early Anglo-Saxon England (c. 385-450), Clipped ° Siliquae (3), one
from the reign of Honorius (393-423), the Emperor who abandoned Britannia in AD
410, all in decidedly rough shape, lightly porous or with flan flaws, fair to about fine and a
sound insight into the origins of Anglo-Saxon coinage and its borrowed classic stylings (3) £80-120

END OF THE SALE

1195 Anglo Saxon-England, Continental Phase (695-740), Sceat, Hexagram or ‘Herstal’
type, central cross [?], pellet in outer angle, 0.99g (SL 109-10; SCBI 69, 818 this coin),
waterworn, off-struck and spotted with verdigris, otherwise a bolder fine, very rare £100-150

PROVENANCE:
Acquired privately from finder, October 2007
~ Found by R Spour near Wetwang-Huggate (East Yorks)
~ [EMC 2008.0080 = BNJ Coin Register 2008, no. 145]

SILIQUAE

Actual Actual

x2

Actual Actual

x2

Actual Actual

x2

Actual Actual

x2
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Abbreviations

A&W Abdy, R. and Williams, G., A catalogue of hoards and single finds from the British Isles c. AD 40-
675, in Cook, B. and Williams, G. (eds.), 2006, Coinage and History in the North Sea World c.
AD 500–1250 (Leiden/Boston).

ASGC Anglo-Saxon Gold Coinage in the light of the Crondall Hoard, Sutherland, C. H. V., 1948,
(OUP).

Beowulf See Studies in Early Medieval Coinage vol. 1, ed. T. Abramson, and Classical Numismatic Group
Mail Bid Sale 75, May 2007.

BAR 128 D. Hill and D. M. Metcalf (eds), 1984, Sceattas in England and on the Continent: The Seventh
Oxford Symposium on Coinage and Monetary History, B. A. R. British Series, 128 (Oxford: B. A.
R.).

BAR 180 D. M. Metcalf (ed.), 1987, Coinage in Ninth-Century Northumbria: The Tenth Oxford Symposium
on Coinage and Monetary History, B. A. R. British Series, 180, (Oxford: B. A. R.).

BNJ British Numismatic Journal.
BM British Museum.
CNCN Coinage in Ninth-Century Northumbria, The Tenth Oxford Symposium on Coinage and Monetary

History, BAR 180, D.M. Metcalf, 1987.
CNG Classical Numismatic Group. 
CR The BNJ’s annual Coin Register.
EF A specimen in Extremely Fine condition. A prefix of a means ‘about’ and n ‘nearly’. Obverse and

reverse may be graded separately.
EMC The Fitzwilliam Museum’s online database, the Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds, including the

first 50 volumes of the Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles (SCBI). 
F A specimen in Fine condition. A prefix of a means ‘about’ and n ‘nearly’. Obverse and reverse may

be graded separately.
Finn The sales catalogues of Patrick Finn summarised in: Abramson, T., 2008, ‘The Patrick Finn Sceatta

Index and Analysis: A Collector’s Perspective’, SEMC1, 155-196.
G or Gannon Gannon, A., 2003, ‘The Iconography of Early Anglo-Saxon Coinage, Sixth to Eighth Centuries’,

Medieval History and Archaeology, (OUP).
J or JMP Jaarboek voor Munt- en Penningkunde 96-7, 2010, Metcalf and Op den Velde.
Lockett Glendining & Co, Catalogue of the Celebrated Collection of Coins formed by the late Richard

Cyril Lockett, Esq. part I.
MEC Grierson, P., and M. A. S. Blackburn, 1986, Medieval European Coinage, Cambridge, I: The Early

Middle Ages (5th–10th Centuries) (Cambridge: CUP).
N North, J. J., 1980, ‘English Hammered Coinage l’, (2nd edition; London).
NC Numismatic Chronicle.
Op den Velde Op den Velde, W., and Klaassen, C.J.F., 2004, ‘Sceattas and Merovingian Deniers from Domburg

and Westenschouwen’, (Middelburg).
CKN Pirie, E. J. E., 2002, ‘Coins of the Kingdom of Northumbria, c. 700-867’, (Llanfyllin)
PAS The Portable Antiquities Scheme and its online finds database. 
S or Spink CofE Spink: Coins of England and the United Kingdom, Standard Catalogue of British Coins.
SAIG Abramson, T., 2006, ‘Sceattas: An Illustrated Guide, Anglo-Saxon Coins and Icons’, (Heritage,

King’s Lynn). Page references are not given in the catalogue, but accession numbers are referenced
at pages 132-144 of SAIG.

SAIGc Cover coin for the above.
SCBI Sylloge of the Coins of the British Isles.

SCBI63: British Museum. SCBI69: Abramson.
SEMC1 Abramson, T. (ed.), 2008, ‘Studies in Early Medieval Coinage, vol. 1, Two Decades of Discovery’,

Proceedings of the International Sceatta Symposium and additional material, The Fitzwilliam
Museum, Cambridge, April 2006 (Boydell and Brewer, Suffolk). See, in particular, Abramson, T.,
Some New Types, 31-44.

SEMC2 Abramson, T. (ed.), 2012, ‘Studies in Early Medieval Coinage, vol. 2, New Perspectives’,
Proceedings of the International Sceatta Symposium and additional material, Leeds International
Medieval Congress, July 2008 (Boydell and Brewer, Suffolk). See, in particular, Metcalf, D. M.,
English money, foreign money. The circulation of tremisses and sceattas in the east midlands, and
the monetary role of ‘productive sites’.



SEMC3 Abramson, T. (ed.), 2014, ‘Studies in Early Medieval Coinage, vol. 3, Sifting the Evidence’,
Proceedings of the International Sceatta Symposium and additional material, Leeds International
Medieval Congress, March 2012 (Spink & Son, London).

SL Abramson, T., Sceatta List: An Illustrated and Priced Catalogue of Sceats for Collectors (Wakefield:
Anglo-Saxon Coinage).

SNC or NCirc (Spink’s) Numismatic Circular.
Subjack Vecchi, I. 1998, ‘The William L. Subjack Collection of Thrymsas and Sceattas’, Nvmmorvm

Avctiones 11, London 5th June 1998 (catalogue of the Sale), (London).
T&S Metcalf, D. M., 1993-94, ‘Thrymsas and Sceattas in the Ashmolean Museum’, Oxford (Royal

Numismatic Society Special Publication no. 276), vols. 1-3, (London). References are to page
numbers then images.

v. or var. Variety.
VF A specimen in Very Fine condition. A prefix of a means ‘about’ and n ‘nearly’. Obverse and reverse

may be graded separately.
WdW Auction catalogue: ‘1000 Years of European Coinage: The De Wit Collection of Medieval Coins,

Part IV: The Sceattes’, Fritz Rudolf Künker, GmbH & Co. KG, Münzenhandler, Osnabrück,
Germany 2008. 

YN (1-4) The Yorkshire Numismatist volumes 1-4.
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The above sale dates are subject to change

Spink offers the following services:
– VALUATIONS FOR INSURANCE AND PROBATE FOR INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OR WHOLE COLLECTIONS –

– SALES ON A COMMISSION BASIS EITHER OF INDIVIDUAL PIECES OR WHOLE COLLECTIONS –

SALE CALENDAR 2021

BANKNOTES

27 Aug-13 Sep World Banknotes e-Auction London 21131
12-26 October World Banknotes e-Auction London 21132
27 October World Banknotes London 21009
18 Nov-9 Dec The Numismatic Collector s Series e-Auction New York 372

STAMPS

13 Aug-8 Sep The ‘Greca’ Collection e-Auction London 21133
2-21 September The ‘Ruby’ Collection of Burma Postal History London 21135
7 September The ‘Greca’ Collection of Southern African Postal History London 21030
15 September Stamps and Postal History of Great Britain London 21040
16 Sep-8 Oct The Philatelic Collector’s Series e-Auction London 21127
21 Sep-13 Oct BWI: The Phil MacMurdie Collection of Bahamas & Pearce Collection of Grenada London 21114
21 Sep-14 Oct The Philip Hoare New Zealand 1935 Pictorials Collection London 21115
5-28 October The Dr. Arnold Brickman Rhodesia Admiral Collection London 21163
6 October The Alan Holyoake Grand Prix Collection of British & International Registered Mail London 21045
7 October Important Stamps of the World Featuring Southern Africa London 21077
16 November The Philatelic Collector’s Series Sale New York 177
20 November The Philatelic Collector’s Series Hong Kong CSS68
8 December The Opium War Collection London 21042

COINS

26 Aug-22 Sep Spink Numismatic e-Circular 10: The Uvedale Collection of English Gold Coins London 21154
14-27 September Spink Numismatic e-Circular 11: Indian & Islamic Coins London 21125
16 Sep-12 Oct Spink Numismatic e-Circular 12: British and World Coins and Medals London 21156
18 September The Numismatic Collectors’  Series Sale Hong Kong CSS69
28 September The Tony Abramson Collection of Dark Age Coins - Part III: Collector’s Selection London 21060
28 September The Horace Hird Collection of Tudor, Stuart & Commonwealth Coins and Patterns London 21125
29 September British and World Coins Autumn Auction London 21007
30 September The Tony Abramson Collection of Dark Age Coins - Part IV: Continental London 21070
18 Nov-9 Dec The Numismatic Collector’s Series e-Auction New York 372

MEDALS

15 Oct-3 Nov Orders, Decorations and Medals e-Auction 4 London 21103
24-25 November Orders, Decorations and Medals London 21003

BONDS & SHARES

4-19 October Bonds and Share Certificates of the World e-Auction London 21144
23 Nov-7 Dec Bonds and Share Certificates of the World e-Auction London 21145

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS

11 November Historical Documents: Postal History and Autographs London 21066

LIFESTYLE COLLECTABLES

27 Apr - 2 May Fine Whisky & Rum E-Auction Hong Kong SFW37
5-19 October Jewellery, Silver & Objects of Vertu e-Auction New York 371
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SALE TITLE DATE CODE NAME SALE NO.

The Tony Abramson Collection of Dark Age Coinage Thursday 30 September 2021 CONTINENTAL 21070

- Part IV: Continental at 3.00 p.m.

I request Spink, without legal obligations of any kind on its part, to bid on the following Lots up to the price given below. I understand that if my bid is successful the 
Purchase Price will be the sum of the final bid and Buyer’s Premium as a percentage of the final bid, any VAT chargeable, also postage charge and a fee for paying by card.
The Rate of Buyer’s Premium is 20% of the final hammer price of each lot. I understand Spink will pursue me for payment for any successful bid. In addition, I understand
and consent that Spink may share my personal details relating to the default with other auction houses and live bidding platforms to protect themselves from such defaults.

All bids shall be treated as offers made on the Terms and Conditions for Buyers printed in the catalogue. I also understand that Spink provides the service of executing
bids on behalf of clients for the convenience of clients and that Spink will not be held responsible for failing to execute bids. If identical commission bids are received for
the same Lot, the commission bid received first by Spink will take precedence. Please note that you will not be notified if there are higher written bids received.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS AND ENSURE THAT BIDS ARE IN STERLING

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

NAME ______________________________________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

POSTCODE ___________________________________________________

Continued ...

TEL. HOME ______________________________________________ TEL. OFFICE ____________________________________________

FAX ____________________________________________________ E-MAIL ________________________________________________

SIGNATURE _______________________________________________ VAT NUMBER ___________________________________________

I agree to receive notifications about Spink auctions, news and events via email and direct mail

I agree to receive marketing notifications related only to the following categories (please select as appropriate)

Autographs / Banknotes / Bonds & Shares / Books / Coins / Comics / Handbags / Jewellery / Maps / Medals / Stamps / Watches /

Whiskies & Spirits / Wine / Corporate News & Events

We will use the personal information you provide to us as set out in our privacy notice available at www.spink.com/privacy-policy

Please hold my purchased lots for collection

YOU CAN ALSO BID IN REAL TIME ON SPINK LIVE.
PLEASE DOWNLOAD SPINK LIVE APP FROM THE

APP STORE OR VISIT WWW.SPINK.COM, 
REGISTER AND LOG INTO THE SALE.

WRITTEN BIDS FORM

This form should be sent or faxed to the
Spink auction office in advance of the sale.
References for new clients should be
supplied in good time to be taken up
before the sale. Bids received later than
one hour before the start of the sale may
not be processed.

Sale Venue:
Auction is conducted behind 
closed doors.
69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury,
London WC1B 4ET
tel: +44 (0)20 7563  4103/4104
fax: +44 (0)20 7563 4037
email: auctionteam@spink.com



PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS AND ENSURE THAT BIDS ARE IN STERLING

REFERENCES REQUIRED FOR CLIENTS NOT YET KNOWN TO SPINK

TRADE REFERENCES ____________________________________________________________________________________________

BANK REFERENCES _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

DATE SALE NO.

Thursday 30 September 2021 21070

at 3.00 p.m.

VAT is chargeable on the Hammer price and
the Buyer’s Premium of daggered (†) and (Ω)
lots at the standard rate (currently 20%), and
on lots marked (x) at the reduced rate
(currently 5% on the Hammer price and 20%
on the Buyer’s Premium). VAT on Margin
Scheme lots (identified by the absence of any
VAT symbol next to the lot number) is
payable at 20% on the Buyer’s Premium only.

All Corporate cards regardless of origin and Consumer debit and credit cards issued outside the EU are subject to a fee of 3%

CARD NO: START DATE: ISSUE NO: SECURITY CODE:

SIGNATURE EXPIRY DATE NAME (ON CREDIT CARD)

TYPE OF CARD: CONSUMER DEBIT CONSUMER DEBIT CONSUMER CREDIT CONSUMER CREDIT ALL CORPORATE
(UK OR EU) (NON EU) (UK OR EU) (NON EU)

Please charge all purchases to my card Do not charge my card. (Spink will charge your card should you default on the payment)

BIDDING INCREMENTS
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in the following order
although the auctioneer may vary the bidding increments during the course of the auction.
The normal bidding increments are:

Up to £100 by £5
£100 to £300 by £10
£300 to £600 £320-£350-£380-£400 etc.
£600 to £1,000 by £50
£1,000 to £3,000 by £100

£3,000 to £6,000 £3,200-£3,500-£3,800-£4,000 etc.
£6,000 to £10,000 by £500
£10,000 to £20,000 by £1,000
£20,000 and up Auctioneer’s discretion

SPINK HAS LAUNCHED ITS  OWN ONLINE PAYMENT PLATFORM

ALL SPINK WEBSITE USERS CAN NOW PAY ONLINE BY CARD. SIMPLY LOG INTO YOUR SPINK WEBSITE ACCOUNT AND UNDER ‘MYSPINK’ PLEASE 

SELECT THE OUTSTANDING INVOICE YOU WOULD LIKE TO SETTLE. FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED ON THE WEBSITE.



TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR BUYERS
These conditions set out the terms on which we (Spink and Son Limited of 69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury London WC1B 4ET (company no. 04369748)) contract
with you (Buyer) either as agent on behalf of the Seller or as principal if we are the Seller. You should read these conditions carefully. 

January/2021

1 DEFINITIONS 
The following definitions apply in these conditions:
Margin Scheme and
Auctioneers’ Scheme means VAT schemes as defined by HM Revenue & Customs;
Buyer’s Premium means the charge payable by you as a percentage of the Hammer Price, at the rates set out in clause 5.1 below;  
Certificate of Authenticity means a certificate issued by an Expert Committee confirming the authenticity of a Lot; 
Expert Committee means a committee of experts to whom a Lot may be sent for an extension in accordance with clause 3.4.3; 
Forgery means a Lot constituting an imitation originally conceived and executed as a whole with a fraudulent intention to deceive as to

authorship, origin, age, period, culture or source where the correct description as to such matters is not reflected by the description
in the catalogue and which at the date of the auction had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been in accordance
with the description in the catalogue. Accordingly, no Lot shall be capable of being a Forgery by reason of any damage and/or
restoration work of any kind (including re-enamelling);

Hammer Price means the amount of the highest bid accepted by the auctioneer in relation to a Lot;
Lot means any item deposited with us for sale at auction and, in particular, the item or items described against any Lot number in any

catalogue;
Reserve the amount below which we agree with the Seller that the Lot cannot be sold;
Seller means the owner of the Lot being sold by us; 
Spink Group Spink and Son Limited, our subsidiaries and associated companies.
VAT value added tax chargeable under VAT and any similar replacement or additional tax; and
VAT Symbols means the symbols detailing the VAT status of the Lot details of which are set out at the back of the catalogue.

2 SPINK’S ROLE AS AGENT
2.1 All sales undertaken by us either at auction or privately are undertaken

either as agent on behalf of the Seller or from time to time, as principal
if we are the owner of the Lot. Please note that even if we are acting as
agent on behalf of the Seller rather than as principal, we may have a
financial interest in the Lot. 

2.2 The contract for the sale of the Lot will be between you and the Seller. 
2.3 The Seller’s sale of the Lot to you is subject to any terms and

conditions, disclaimers or exclusions included with any promotional
material or catalogue descriptions for the Lot, or otherwise notified to
you by the Seller or us on their behalf. 

3 BEFORE THE SALE
3.1 Examination of goods

You are strongly advised to examine personally any goods in which you
are interested, before the auction takes place. Condition reports are
usually available on request. We provide no guarantee to you other
than in relation to Forgeries, as set out in clause 5.13 of these Terms
and Conditions.

3.2 Catalogue descriptions
3.2.1 Statements by us in the catalogue or condition report, or made

orally or in writing elsewhere, regarding the authorship, origin,
date, age, size, medium, attribution, genuineness, provenance,
condition or estimated selling price of any Lot are merely
statements of opinion, and are not to be relied on as statements of
definitive fact. Catalogue and web illustrations are for guidance
only, and should not be relied on either to determine the tone or
colour of any item. No lot shall be rejected on the grounds of
inaccurate reproduction. No lot illustrated in the catalogue and
online shall be rejected on the grounds of cancellation, centring,
margins, perforation or other characteristics apparent from the
illustration. Estimates of the selling price should not be relied on as
a statement that this price is either the price at which the Lot will
sell or its value for any other purpose.

3.2.2 Many items are of an age or nature which precludes their being
in perfect condition and some descriptions in the catalogue or given
by way of condition report make reference to damage and/or
restoration. We provide this information for guidance only and the
absence of such a reference does not imply that an item is free from
defects or restoration nor does a reference to particular defects
imply the absence of any others.

3.2.3 Other than as set out in clause 5.13, and in the absence of fraud,
neither the Seller nor we, nor any of our employees or agents, are
responsible for the correctness of any statement as to the
authorship, origin, date, age, attribution, genuineness or
provenance of any Lot nor for any other errors of description or for
any faults or defects in any Lot. Every person interested should
exercise and  rely on his own judgment as to such matters.

3.3 Your Responsibility
You are responsible for satisfying yourself as to the condition of the
goods and the matters referred to in the catalogue description.

3.4 Extensions – Stamps only
3.4.1 If you wish to obtain an expert opinion or Certificate of

Authenticity on any Lot (other than a mixed Lot or Lot containing
undescribed stamps) you must notify us in writing not less than
forty-eight hours before the time fixed for the commencement of
the first session of the sale. If accepted by us, such request shall have
the same effect as notice of an intention to question the
genuineness or description of the Lot for the purposes of clause
5.13 (Refund in the case of Forgery) of these Terms and
Conditions and the provisions of clause 5.13 (Refund in the case of
Forgery) shall apply accordingly.

3.4.2 Notice of a request for an expert opinion or Certificate of
Authenticity must give the reason why such opinion is required and
specify the identity of your proposed expert which will be subject
to agreement by us. We reserve the right, at our discretion, to
refuse a request for an expert opinion or Certificate of Authenticity
including (without limitation) where the proposed expert is not
known to us. 

3.4.3 If we accept a request for an expert opinion or Certificate of
Authenticity we will submit the Lot to the Expert Committee. You
acknowledge and accept that the length of time taken by an Expert
Committee to reach an opinion will vary depending on the
circumstances and in any event is beyond our control.

3.4.4 We will not accept a request for an extension on account of
condition. Any Lot described in the catalogue as having faults or
defects may not be returned even if an expert opinion or Certificate
of Authenticity cites other faults or defects not included in the
catalogue description, other than in the case of a Forgery.

3.4.5 Should Spink accept a request for an extension under the
foregoing provisions of this paragraph, the fact may be stated by the
Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to the sale of the Lot.

3.4.6 It should be noted that any stamp accompanied by a Certificate
of Authenticity is sold on the basis of that Certificate only and not
on the basis of any other description or warranty as to authenticity.
No request for an extension will be accepted on such a stamp and
the return of such a stamp will not be accepted.

3.4.7 If you receive any correspondence from the Expert Committee
in relation to the Lot, including but not limited to a Certificate of
Authenticity, you must provide us with copies of such
correspondence no later than 7 days after you receive such
correspondence.

4 AT THE SALE
4.1 Refusal of admission

Our sales usually take place on our own premises or premises over
which we have control for the sale, and we have the right, exercisable
at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises or
attendance at an auction.

4.2 Registration before bidding
All bidders must be registered either by completing a registration form
or creating an account online. Please be aware that we usually require
buyers to present identification before making a bid at auction,
undergo a credit check or provide a trade reference.
If you have not bid successfully with Spink in the past, or you are
registering with us for the first time, we reserve the right to require a
deposit of up to 50% of the amount you intend to spend. Such deposit
will be deducted from your invoice should you be successful. If you are
unsuccessful at auction, your deposit will be returned by the same
means it was paid to Spink.
Some lots may be designated, prior to the auction, as “Premium Lots”,
which means a deposit may be required before placing a bid on the
item for sale. Information will be posted on our website in such an
event.

4.3 Bidding as Principal
When making a bid (whether such bids are made in person or by
way of telephone bids operated by Spink, commission or online or
email bids), you will be deemed to be acting as principal and will be
accepting personal liability, unless it has been agreed in writing, at the
time of registration, that you are acting as agent on behalf of a third
party buyer acceptable to us.

4.4 Commission Bids
If you give us instructions to bid on your behalf, by using the form
provided in our catalogues or via our website, we shall use reasonable
endeavours to do so, provided these instructions are received not later
than 24 hours before the auction. If we receive commission bids on a
particular Lot for identical amounts, and at auction these bids are the
highest bids for the Lot, it will be sold to the person whose bid was
received first. Commission bids are undertaken subject to other
commitments at the time of the sale, and the conduct of the auction
may be such that we are unable to bid as requested. Since this is
undertaken as a free service to prospective buyers on the terms stated,
we cannot accept liability for failure to make a commission bid. You
should therefore always attend personally if you wish to be certain of
bidding.
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4.14.2 No lot may be returned on account of condition if the
condition was stated by a third party grading company (including,
but not limited to PCGS, NGC, ANACS, ICG, PMG, WBG,
Legacy Currency Grading).

5 AFTER THE AUCTION

5.1 Buyer’s Premium and other charges

In addition to the Hammer Price, you must pay us the Buyer’s
Premium at a rate of 20% of the final Hammer price of each lot, postage
charge and a fee for paying by card.

5.2 Value Added Tax

Other than in respect of Zero-rated Lots (o) VAT is chargeable on the
Hammer price and the Buyer’s premium of daggered (†) and (Ω) lots
at the standard rate (currently 20%), and on lots marked (x) at the
reduced rate (currently 5% on the Hammer price and 20% on the
Buyer’s premium). VAT on Margin scheme lots (identified by the
absence of any VAT symbol next to the lot number) is payable at 20%
on the Buyer’s premium only.

5.3 VAT Refunds – Buyers from outside the UK

General

5.3.1 As we remain liable to account for VAT on all Lots unless they
have been exported outside the UK within 3 months of the date of
sale, you will generally be asked to deposit all amounts of VAT
invoiced. However, if a Spink nominated shipper is instructed, then
any refundable VAT will not be collected. In all other cases credits
will be made when proof of export is provided. If you export the
Lot outside the UK yourself you must obtain shipping documents
from the Shipping Department for which a charge of £50 will be
made.

5.3.2 If you export the Lot you must return the valid proof of export
certificate to us within 3 months of the date of sale. If you fail to
return the proof of export certificate to us within such period and
you have not already accounted to us for the VAT, you will be
liable to us for the full amount of the VAT due on such Lot and we
shall be entitled to invoice you for this sum. 

5.3.3 To apply for a refund of any VAT paid, the proof of export
certificate must be sent to our Shipping Department clearly marked
‘VAT Refund’ within 3 months of the date of sale. No payment will
be made where the total amount of VAT refundable is less than £50
and Spink will charge £50 for each refund processed.

5.3.4 Where a Lot is included within the Margin Scheme and
Auctioneers’ Scheme and evidence of export from the UK is
produced within 3 months of the date of sale, the VAT on Buyer’s
Premium may be refunded.

5.3.5 Where the Lot is marked as a Daggered (†) Lot the VAT
charged on the Hammer Price may be refunded where evidence of
export from the UK is produced within 3 months of the date of
sale. A refund of VAT charged on the Buyer’s Premium can also be
made on receipt of proof of business as a collectibles dealer.

5.3.6 Where the Lot is marked as an Omega (Ω) Lot or an Import
VAT (x) Lot and evidence of export from the UK is produced
within 3 months of the date of sale, the VAT charged on both the
Hammer Price and Buyer’s Premium may be refunded. Where
required, we can advise you on how to export such Lots as a specific
form of export evidence is required. Where we advise you on the
export of the Lots, please be aware that the ultimate responsibility
in respect of obtaining a valid proof of export certificate will lie with
you and we will not be responsible for your failure to obtain such
certificate.

5.3.7 Lot marked as Investment Gold (g) is exempt from VAT on
Hammer price. A refund of VAT charged on the Buyer’s Premium
can be made on receipt of proof of business as a collectibles dealer
and where evidence of export from the UK is produced within 3
months of the date of sale.

5.4 Payment
5.4.1 You must provide us with your full name and permanent address

and, if so requested, details of the bank from which any payments
to us will be made. You must pay the full amount due (comprising
the Hammer Price, the Buyer’s Premium and any applicable VAT)
within seven days after the date of the sale. This applies even if you
wish to export the Lot and an export licence is (or may be)
required.

5.4.2 You will not acquire title to the Lot until all amounts due 
have been paid in full. This includes instances where special
arrangements were made for release of Lot prior to full settlement.

5.4.3 Payment should be made in sterling by one of the following
methods:
II(i)  Direct bank transfer to our account details of which are set

out on the invoice. All bank charges shall be met by you.
Please ensure that your client number is noted on the
transfer.

i(ii)  By cheque or bank draft made payable to Spink and Son Ltd
and sent to Spink at 69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury,
London WC1B 4ET. Please note that the processing charges
for payments made by cheques or bank drafts drawn on a
non-U.K bank shall be met by you. Please ensure that the
remittance slip printed at the bottom of the invoice is
enclosed with your payment.

4.5 On-line Bidding
We offer internet services as a convenience to our clients. We will not
be responsible for errors or failures to execute bids placed on the
internet, including, without limitation, errors or failures caused by (i) a
loss of internet connection by either party for whatever reason; (ii) a
breakdown or problems with the online bidding software and/or (iii)
a breakdown or problems with your internet connection, computer or
system. Execution of on-line internet bids on www.spink.com and
Spink Live is a free service undertaken subject to other commitments at
the time of the auction and we do not accept liability for failing to
execute an online internet bid or for errors or omissions in connection
with this activity. 

4.6 Telephone Bids
If you make arrangements with us not less than 24 hours before the
sale, we shall use reasonable endeavours to contact you to enable you
to participate in bidding by telephone, but in no circumstances will we
be liable to either the Seller or you as a result of failure to do so.

4.7 Currency Converter
At some auctions, a currency converter will be operated, based on the
one month forward rates of exchange quoted to us by Barclays Bank
Plc or any other appropriate rate determined by us, at opening on the
date of the auction. Bidding will take place in a currency determined by
us, which is usually sterling for auctions held in London. The currency
converter is not always reliable, and errors may occur beyond our
control either in the accuracy of the Lot number displayed on the
converter, or the foreign currency equivalent of sterling bids. We shall
not be liable to you for any loss suffered as a result of you following the
currency converter.

4.8 Video images
At some auctions there will be a video screen. Mistakes may occur in its
operation, and we cannot be liable to you regarding either the
correspondence of the image to the Lot being sold or the quality of the
image as a reproduction of the original.

4.9 Bidding Increments
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in the
following order although the auctioneer may vary the bidding
increments during the course of the auction. The normal bidding
increments are:

Up to £100 by £5
£100 to £300 by £10
£300 to £600 £320-£350-£380-£400 etc.
£600 to £1,000 by £50
£1,000 to £3,000 by £100
£3,000 to £6,000 £3,200-£3,500-£3,800-£4,000 etc.
£6,000 to £10,000 by £500
£10,000 to £20,000 by £1,000
£20,000 and up Auctioneer’s discretion

4.10 Bidding by Spink
4.10.1 We reserve the right to bid on Lots on the Seller’s behalf up to

the amount of the Reserve (if any), which will never be above the
low estimate printed in the auction catalogue.

4.10.2 The Spink Group reserves the right to bid on and purchase
Lots as principal.

4.10.3 Lots with this symbol ( ) indicate that a party has provided
Spink with an irrevocable bid on the lot that will be executed
during the sale at a value that ensures that the lot will sell. The
irrevocable bidder, who may bid in excess of the irrevocable bid,
will be compensated based on his bid in the event he or she is not
the successful bidder or may receive a fixed fee in the event he or
she is the successful bidder. If the irrevocable bidder is the
successful bidder, the fixed fee for providing the irrevocable bid
may be netted against the irrevocable bidder’s obligation to pay the
full purchase price for the lot. If the irrevocable bid is not secured
until after the printing of the auction catalogue, a pre-sale
announcement will be made indicating that there is an irrevocable
bid on the lot. 
If you are interested in placing an irrevocable bid in an auction,
please contact us at chairmanoffice@spink.com. Typically, only
some of the lots with an estimate, which must exceed £100,000 or
equivalent in other currencies are open to irrevocable bids.

4.11 The Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his absolute discretion to refuse any bid
to advance the bidding in such manner as he may decide to withdraw
or divide any Lot, to combine any two or more Lots and, in the case of
error or dispute, to put an item up for bidding again.

4.12 Successful Bid
Subject to the auctioneer’s discretion, the striking of his hammer marks
the acceptance of the highest bid, provided always that such bid is
higher than the Reserve (where applicable), and the conclusion of a
contract for sale between you and the Seller.

4.13 After Sale Arrangements 
If you enter into any private sale agreements for any Lot with the Seller
within 60 days of the auction, we, as exclusive agents of the Seller
reserve the right to charge you the applicable Buyer’s Premium in
accordance with these Terms and Conditions, and the Seller a
commission in accordance with the terms of the Seller’s agreement.

4.14 Return of Lot
4.14.1 Once your bid has been accepted for a Lot then you are liable

to pay for that Lot in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.
If there are any problems with a Lot then you must notify us within
7 days of receipt of the Lot, specifying the nature of the problem.
We may then request that the Lot is returned to us for inspection.
Save as set out in clause 5.13, the cancellation of the sale of any Lot
and the refund of the corresponding purchase price is entirely at
our sole discretion. We will not normally exercise that discretion if
the Lot is not received by us in the same condition that it was in at
the auction date.



(iii)  By Visa or Mastercard. All Corporate cards regardless of
origin and Consumer debit and credit cards issued outside
the EU are subject to a fee of 3%. For all card payments there
are limits to the amounts we will accept depending on the
type of card being used and whether or not the cardholder is
present.

5.4.4 Payments should be made by the registered buyer and not by
third parties, unless it has been agreed at the time of registration
that you are acting as an agent on behalf of a third party.

5.5 Invoices
Invoices may consist of one or more pages and will show: Zero rated
Lots (o); no symbol Lots sold under the Margin Scheme and
Auctioneers’ Scheme; Lots marked (g) special scheme Investment
Gold; Daggered Lots (†), imported Lots marked (x) and (Ω).

5.6 Collection of Purchases
5.6.1 Unless specifically agreed to the contrary, we shall retain lots

purchased until all amounts due to us, or to the Spink Group, have
been paid in full. Buyers will be required to pay for their lots when
they wish to take possession of the same, which must be within 7
days of the date of the sale, unless prior arrangements have been
made with Spink. Without prior agreement, lots will not be released
until cleared funds are received with regard to payments made by
cheque.

5.6.2 Unless we notify you to the contrary, items retained by us will
be covered in accordance with our policy which is available for
inspection at our offices from the date of sale for a period of seven
days or until the time of collection, whichever is sooner. After seven
days or from the time of collection, whichever is the earlier, the Lot
will be entirely at your risk.

5.6.3 Our policy will not cover and we are unable to accept
responsibility for damage caused by woodworm, changes in
atmospheric conditions or acts of terrorism.

5.7 Notification
We are not able to notify successful bidders by telephone. While
Invoices are sent out by email or mail after the auction we do not
accept responsibility for notifying you of the result of your bid. You are
requested to contact us by telephone or in person as soon as possible
after the auction to obtain details of the outcome of your bids to avoid
incurring charges for late payment. 

5.8 Packing and handling
5.8.1 We shall use all reasonable endeavours to take care when

handling and packing a purchased Lot but remind you that after
seven days or from the time of collection, whichever is sooner, the
Lot is entirely at your risk. Our postage charges are set out at the
back of the catalogue.

5.8.2 It is the responsibility of the Buyer to be aware of any Import
Duties that may be incurred upon importation to the final
destination.  Spink will not accept return of any package in order to
avoid these duties. The onus is also on the Buyer to be aware of any
Customs import restrictions that prohibit the importation of
certain collectibles. Spink will not accept return of the Lot(s) under
these circumstances. Spink will not accept responsibility for Lot(s)
seized or destroyed by Customs.

5.8.3 If the Buyer requires delivery of the Lot to an address other than
the invoice address this will be carried out at the discretion of
Spink.

5.9 Recommended packers and shippers
If required our shipping department may arrange shipment as your
agent. Although we may suggest carriers if specifically requested, our
suggestions are made on the basis of our general experience of such
parties in the past and we are not responsible to any person to whom
we have made a recommendation for the acts or omissions of the third
parties concerned.

5.10 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases
5.10.1 If you fail to make payment within seven days of your stipulated

payment date set out in your invoice, we shall be entitled to exercise
one or more of the following rights or remedies:
5.10.1.1 to charge interest at the rate of 2% per month compound

interest, calculated on a daily basis, from the date the full
amount is due;

5.10.1.2 to set off against any amounts which the Spink Group may
owe you in any other transaction the outstanding amount
remaining unpaid by you;

5.10.1.3 we may keep hold of all or some of your Lots or other
property in the possession of the Spink Group until you have
paid all the amounts you owe us or the Spink Group, even if the
unpaid amounts do not relate to those Lots or other property.
Following fourteen days’ notice to you of the amount
outstanding and remaining unpaid, the Spink Group shall have
the right to arrange the sale of such Lots or other property. We
shall apply the proceeds in discharge of the amount outstanding
to us or the Spink Group, and pay any balance to you;

5.10.1.4 where several amounts are owed by you to the Spink
Group in respect of different transactions, to apply any amount
paid to discharge any amount owed in respect of any particular
transaction, whether or not you so direct;

5.10.1.5 to reject at any future auction any bids made by you or on
your behalf or obtain a deposit from you before accepting any
bids.

5.10.2 If you fail to make payment within thirty-five days, we shall in
addition be entitled:

5.10.2.1 to cancel the sale of the Lot or any other item sold to you
at the same or any other auction;

5.10.2.2 to arrange a resale of the Lot, publicly or privately, and, if
this results in a lower price being obtained, claim the balance
from you together with all reasonable costs including a 20%
seller’s commission, expenses, damages, legal fees, commissions
and premiums of whatever kind associated with both sales or
otherwise, incurred in connection with your failure to make
payment; 

5.10.2.3 when reselling the Lot, place a notice in our catalogue
stating that you successfully purchased the Lot at auction but
have subsequently failed to pay the Hammer Price of the Lot; or

5.10.2.4  take any other appropriate action as we deem fit.
5.10.3 If you fail to collect within fourteen days after the sale, whether

or not payment has been made, you will be required
5.10.3.1 to pay a storage charge of £2 per item per day plus any

additional handling cost that may apply. 
5.10.3.2 you will not be entitled to collect the Lot until all

outstanding charges are met, together with payment of all other
amounts due to us.

5.11 Use of Default Information
If you fail to make payment for a Lot in accordance with these Terms and
Conditions:
5.11.1 we reserve the right to refuse you the right to make bids for any

future auction irrespective of whether previous defaults have
been settled; and

5.11.2 you acknowledge that we may (as necessary for our legitimate
interests those of other auctioneers and live bidding platforms in
referencing customers and avoiding customer defaults) disclose
details of such default to other auctioneers and live bidding
platforms, which will include your name, address, nature of the
default and the date of the default.

Auctioneers or live bidding platforms who receive details of the default
may rely on such information when deciding whether to enter into a
transaction with you in the future.

5.12 Export Licence
5.12.1 If required we can, at our discretion, advise you on the detailed

provisions of the export licensing regulations. Where we advise you
in relation to export licensing regulations the ultimate responsibility
in respect of any export will lie with you and we will not be
responsible for your failure to apply for any necessary licences. 

5.12.2 If the Lot is going to be hand carried by you, you may be
required to produce a valid export licence to us or sign a waiver
document stating that a licence will be applied for.

5.12.3 You should always check whether an export licence is required
before exporting. Export licences are usually obtained within two
or three weeks but delays can occur.

5.12.4 Unless otherwise agreed by us in writing, the fact that you wish
to apply for an export licence does not affect your obligation to
make payment within seven days nor our right to charge interest on
late payment.

5.12.5 If you request that we apply for an export licence on your
behalf, we shall be entitled to recover from you our disbursements
and out of pocket expenses in relation to such application, together
with any relevant VAT.

5.12.6 We will not be obliged to rescind a sale nor to refund any
interest or other expenses incurred by you where payment is made
by you despite the fact that an export licence is required.

5.13 Refund in the case of Forgery
5.13.1 A sale will be cancelled, and the amount paid refunded to you

if a Lot (other than a miscellaneous item not described in the
catalogue) sold by us proves to have been a Forgery. We shall not
however be obliged to refund any amounts if either (a) the
catalogue description or saleroom notice at the auction date
corresponded to the generally accepted opinion of scholars or
experts at that time, or fairly indicated that there was a conflict of
opinions, or (b) it can be demonstrated that the Lot is a Forgery
only by means of either a scientific process not generally accepted
for use until after publication of the catalogue or a process which at
the date of the auction was unreasonably expensive or impracticable
or likely to have caused damage to the Lot. Furthermore, you
should note that this refund can be obtained only if the following
conditions are met:
5.13.1.1 you must notify us in writing, within seven days of the

receipt of the Lot(s), that in your view the Lot concerned is a
Forgery;

5.13.1.2 you must then return the item to us within fourteen days
from receipt of the Lot(s), in the same condition as at the
auction date; and 

5.13.1.3 as soon as possible following return of the Lot, you must
produce evidence satisfactory to us that the Lot is a Forgery and
that you are able to transfer good title to us, free from any third
party claims.

5.13.1.4 you must provide to us all evidence obtained by you that
a Lot is a Forgery no later than 7 days after you receive such
evidence.

5.13.2 In no circumstances shall we be required to pay you any more
than the amount paid by you for the Lot concerned and you shall
have no claim for interest.

5.13.3 The benefit of this guarantee is not capable of being
transferred, and is solely for the benefit of the person to whom the
original invoice was made out by us in respect of the Lot when sold
and who, since the sale, has remained the owner of the Lot without
disposing of any interest in it to any third party.

5.13.4 We shall be entitled to rely on any scientific or other process to
establish that the Lot is not a Forgery, whether or not such process
was used or in use at the date of the auction.
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6 LIABILITY 
Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limits or excludes our liability for:
6.1 death or personal injury resulting from negligence; or 
6.2 any damage or liability incurred by you as a result of our fraud or

fraudulent misrepresentation.

7 USE OF YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION
7.1 We will use the personal information you provide to us as set out in our

privacy notice (available at https://spink.com/privacy-policy) and in
particular to:

7.1.1 process the bids you make on Lots (whether successful or
otherwise) and other auction related services we provide;

7.1.2 process your payment relating to a successful purchase of a Lot;
7.1.3 arrange for delivery of any Lot you purchase, which will include

passing your details to shipping providers and, on overseas
deliveries, to customs where they make enquiries regarding the Lot;

7.1.4 inform you about similar products or services that we provide,
but you may stop receiving these at any time by contacting us.

7.2 In accordance with clause 4.2, we may pass your information to credit
reference agencies in order to obtain credit checks from them, and they
may keep a record of any search that they do.

7.3 In accordance with clause 5.11, where you default on making payment
for a Lot in accordance with these terms and conditions we may disclose
details of such default to other auctioneers and live bidding platforms.

7.4 We are also working closely with third parties (including, for example,
other auctioneers and live bidding platforms) and may receive
information about you from them.

7.5 Where you provide us with personal information about other individuals,
you must ensure that your provision of that information is compliant
with applicable data protection law.

8 COPYRIGHT 
8.1 We shall have the right (on a non-exclusive basis) to photograph, video

or otherwise produce an image of the Lot. All rights in such an image
will belong to us, and we shall have the right to use it in whatever way
we see fit.

8.2 The copyright in all images, illustrations and written material relating
to a Lot is and shall remain at all times our property and we shall have
the right to use it in whatever way we see fit. You shall not use or allow
anyone else to use such images, illustrations or written material without
our prior written consent.

9 VAT
You shall give us all relevant information about your VAT status and that of
the Lot to ensure that the correct information is printed in the catalogues.
Once printed, the information cannot be changed. If we incur any unforeseen
cost or expense as a result of the information being incorrect, you will
reimburse to us on demand the full amount incurred.

10 NOTICES
All notices given under these Terms and Conditions may be served personally,
sent by 1st class post, or faxed to the address given to the sender by the other
party.  Any notice sent by post will be deemed to have been received on the
second working day after posting or, if the addressee is overseas, on the fifth
working day after posting.  Any notice sent by fax or served personally will be
deemed to be delivered on the first working day following despatch.

11 ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
The following provisions of this clause 11 shall apply only if you are acting for
the purposes of your business. 
11.1 Limitation of Liability

Subject to clause 6, we shall not be liable, whether in tort (including
for negligence) or breach of statutory duty, contract, misrepresentation
or otherwise for any:
11.1.1 loss of profits, loss of business, depletion of goodwill and/or

similar losses, loss of anticipated savings, loss of goods, loss of
contract, loss of use, loss of corruption of data or information; or

11.1.2 any special, indirect, consequential or pure economic loss,
costs, damages, charges or expenses.

11.2 Severability
If any part of these Terms and Condition is found by any court to be
invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that part may be discounted and the
rest of the conditions shall continue to be valid and enforceable to the
fullest extent permitted by law.

11.3 Force majeure
We shall have no liability to you if we are prevented from, or delayed
in performing, our obligations under these Terms and Conditions or
from carrying on our business by acts, events, omissions or accidents
beyond our reasonable control, including (without limitation) strikes,
lock-outs or other industrial disputes (whether involving our workforce
or the workforce of any other party), failure of a utility service or
transport network, act of God, war, riot, civil commotion, malicious
damage, compliance with any law or governmental order, rule,
regulation or direction, accident, breakdown of plant or machinery,
fire, flood, storm or default of suppliers or subcontractors.

11.4 Waiver
11.4.1 A waiver of any right under these Terms and Conditions is only

effective if it is in writing and it applies only to the circumstances
for which it is given. No failure or delay by a party in exercising any
right or remedy under these Terms and Conditions or by law shall
constitute a waiver of that (or any other) right or remedy, nor
preclude or restrict its further exercise. No single or partial exercise
of such right or remedy shall preclude or restrict the further exercise
of that (or any other) right or remedy.

11.4.2 Unless specifically provided otherwise, rights arising under
these Terms and Conditions are cumulative and do not exclude
rights provided by law.

11.5 Law and Jurisdiction
11.5.1 These Terms and Conditions and any dispute or claim arising

out of or in connection with them or their subject matter, shall be
governed by, and construed in accordance with, the law of England
and Wales.

11.5.2 The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England and
Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or
claim that arises out of, or in connection with, Terms and
Conditions or their subject matter.

Postal Charges
Prices for all items including postage and packaging

The above fees are in GBP and would be converted into the sale currency if
applicable.
Shipments of more than 2kg or volumetric measurement of more than 2kg have to
be sent by courier. Certain countries may incur extra charge when courier services
are required by our insurance policy. For lots sent by courier please contact
Auctionteam@spink.com for calculation of any further relevant cost in addition to
the above charges.

Value Added Tax (VAT)
Charging of (VAT) at Auction
The information shown on this page sets out the way in which Spink intends to
account for VAT.

i. Margin Scheme and Auctioneers’ Scheme
1. Where possible, we will offer Lots for sale under the Margin Scheme

and Auctioneers’ Scheme. Such Lots can be identified by the absence
of any VAT symbol next to the Lot number in the catalogue. Such
lots are subject to 20% VAT on the Buyers’ Premium but are not
subject to VAT on the Hammer Price.

2. Where Lots are sold using the Margin Scheme and Auctioneers’
Scheme to UK VAT–registered businesses, the VAT on Buyers’
Premium is not recoverable as input tax. Upon request on sale day,
we will issue invoices that show VAT separately on both the Hammer
Price and the Buyer’s Premium. This will enable VAT-registered
businesses to recover the VAT charged as input tax, subject to the
normal rules for recovering input tax.

ii. Zero-Rated Lots
Limited Categories of goods, such as books, are Zero-rated (o) for VAT in
the United Kingdom. Such Lots are offered under the Auctioneers’
Scheme. In these circumstances no VAT will be added to the Buyer’s
premium.

iii. Daggered Lots
Lots which are Daggered (†) in the catalogue are subject to VAT at 20%
on both the Hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium.

iv. Imported and Omega Lots
Lots which are marked (x) in the catalogue are subject to VAT at 5% on
the Hammer price plus 20% on the Buyer’s premium. Lots which bear the
Omega symbol (Ω) are subject to VAT at 20% on the Hammer Price and
on the Buyer’s Premium. This VAT is payable on items imported from
outside the UK. In these cases we have used a temporary importation
procedure, which in effect means that the point of importation is deferred
until the Lot has been sold. At this point the Buyer is treated as the
importer and is liable to pay the import VAT due. We will collect the VAT
from you and pay it to HM Customs and Excise on your behalf.

v. Investment Gold Lots
Lots marked (g) in the catalogue are exempt from VAT on the Hammer
Price and are subject to VAT at 20% on the Buyer’s Premium. A refund of
VAT charged on the Buyer’s Premium can also be made on receipt of proof
of business as a collectibles dealer outside of the UK.

Invoice Value UK EU Rest of the World
Up to £1,500 £12 £20 £30

Up to £10,000 £20 £40 £60

Above £10,001 £30 £60 £90
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